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SUMMARY 

In the investigated area rocks are exposed of which the ages probably 

range from Cambro-Ordovician to Upper Triassic. The pre-Hercynian sedi

mentary rocks generally show a low grade dynamo-metamorphism, upon which 

is superposed a thermal metamorphism related to the intrusion of late 

Hercynian granodiorites. Regional metamorphic rocks also occur, but they 

are restricted to the northern part of the area (Cinqueta de la Pez unit). 

The following lithostratigraphic units were distinguished in the pre

Hercynian sedimentary rocks : 

The Cinqueta de la Pez complex, consisting of regional-metamorphic 

sandy and pelitic sediments which are generally attributed to the Cambro

Ordovician. 

The Vilados Formation, constituted by slates, hornfelses and quartzites, 

~hich represent the non- or thermally metamorphosed equivalent of the 

Cinqueta de la Pez complex. 

The Madera Formation consists of black coal-bearing shales with some dark 

limestones at the top. This unit is attributed to the Gotlandian and 

probably ranges into the Lower Devonian (Lower Gedinnian). It is overlain 

by an alternation of limestones and slates in which four formations are 

distinguished 

The Puyaresto Formation (an alternation of marly limestone and sandy 

slate). the Ardana Formation (massive limestones), the Sein Formation 

(sandy slates with a few marly limestones in the upper part) and the 

Barbarisa Formation (calc-schists, marly limestones and thin layers of 

sandy slate). 

This sequence probably ranges in age from the Lower Gedinnian into the 

Eifelian (Lower Devonian and lower Middle Devonian). 

The pre-Hercynian series is terminated by the slates of the Sahun Forma

tion,which may be of Carboniferous age. 

The crystalline Paleozoic is represented in the Cinqueta region by the 

Rechan~adas-Descubridoresand Cinqueta granodiorites with their associated 

dikes. 

The pre-Hercynian Paleozoic is unconformably covered by the Poma-Viciele 

Formation (red sandstones, conglomerates, siltstones and shales) which 

general opinion attributes to the Permian and Lower Triassic). This for

mation is overlain in its turn by limestones, dolomites, gypsiferous shales 

and gypsum, thought to represent the Middle and Upper Triassic. 
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The Hercynian orogeny probably reached its greatest intensity during the 

Middle Carboniferous. Several phase of the deformation have been recognised 

A first phase produced NE-SW trending folds without a cleavage in the low 

grade metamorphic rocks. These folds are directly only observable in the 

north-eastern part of the area (Posets area). In the regional metamorphic 

rocks of the Cinqueta de la Pez area there is a foliation parallel to 

the original bedding which predates the mainphase deformation. 

The second or mainphase deformation generated tight to isoclinal folds 

accompanied by an axial plane cleavage, trending WNW-ESE. 

Going southward from the northern part of the area the attitude of the 

mainphase cleavage changes from vertical to steeply N dipping in the cen

tral part, to gently N dipping in the southern part, thus producing the 

picture of a large scale fan. 

In the regional metamorphic rocks of the Cinqueta de la Pez area only a 

few mesoscopic isoclinal (slightly asymmetrical) mainphase folds were 

observed. The mainphase cleavage is developed as a crenulation foliation 

superimposed upon the already existing first phase foliation. 

A third deformation phase was restricted to the regional metamorphic 

rocks, and is manifested by internal rotation about N-S directed axes, 

caused by E-W shear along the mainphase (crenulation) foliation. 

Recrystallization due to regional metamorphism was at least partly contem

poreneous with the mainphase deformation. 

A fourth phase locally produced an E-W trending refolding of the mainphase 

cleavage and also a crenulation or fracture cleavage. In the regional 

metamorphic rocks no traces of this phase have been observed. 

The intrusion of the Rechanzadas-Descubridores and the Cinqueta grano

diorite and of the associated dikes probably took place directly before 

this fourth phase. 

The southward tilting of the mainphase structures in the southern part of 

the area (San Juan stratigraphic window) predates the fourth phase, but 

could not be dated with respect to the third phase in the north. 

Post-Hercynian deformation started with movements along vertical faults 

which have been active from pre-Permian until at least Upper Triassic. 

More important deformations, however, took place during the Alpine orogeny. 

First came a local intense folding of the post-Hercynian unconformable 

cover, accompanied by an axial plane cleavage, that only affected a part 

of the basement. 

This was followed by large scale thrusting along a weakly N dipping plane, 

the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust. Subsequent differential movements produced 

several large basement anticlinoiria and synclinoria in the western part 
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of the area, and probably caused also the southward gliding of the Meso

zoic cover above the Upper Triassic gypsum and gypsiferous shales. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present report deals with the geology of a part of the central and 

southern axial zone of the Pyrenees, composed mainly of sedimentary and 

crystalline rocks of Paleozoic age (fig. 1). 

The main field work was carried out during the summers of 1971, 1974, 

J975 and 1976. Earlier studies of the area had been performed in the 

years J960-1968 as part of a training program in geological mapping for 

students of the Geological and Mineralogical Institute of the University 

of Utrecht, under the supervision of Professor Dr. M.G. Rutten. The 

internal reports and geological maps resulting from these earlier inves

tigations were used as a starting-point for our own study. 

Use was made of the topographical maps on scale 1:50.000 of the Instituto 

Geografico y Catastral de Madrid, sheets Liena (147) and Benasque (180), 

which were enlarged to a scale of 1:20.000. Aerial photographs of the 

region exist, but were not available at the time. 

The area is situated directly south of the Spanish-French border. It is 

cut across by the rio Cinqueta, a tributary of the" rio Cinca, which in 

its turn debouches into the Ebro river south-west of Lerida. 

The strongly accidented terrain shows a great range in altitude, varying 

from 1000 m ~n the extreme south along the rio Cinqueta to 3000 more 

more the north-east and north. Generally the summit heights exceed~n 

2.600 m. Outstanding mountains are : the Posets, which with its 3375 m
 

is the second-highest peak of the Pyrenees, the Machimala, 3177 m, the
 

Valinier, 2949 m and the Punta Suelza, 2973 m.
 

The area is very thinly populated; only three small villages, Plan, San
 

Juan de Plan and Gistain, are situated in the extreme southern part.
 

They are connected by a partly asphalted road with the main road leading
 

from France via the Bielsa tunnel to Barbastro·
 

Two practicable dirt roads are present, one leading from Plan to the
 

Collado de Sahun (and recently extended into the Esera valley) and another
 

running from Plan northward to Vilados.
 

A mountain cabin, which is opened during the months of July and August,
 

is located directly West of Vilados.
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Geological setting
 

The Pyrenees form a straight, narrow (40-80 kID) mountain chain with a
 

length of approximately 400 km, which separates the Iberian peninsula
 

from France. They essentially constitute part of a Hercynian orogene,
 

reactivated by Alpine defor~ations and subsequent uplift, which also
 

determined their present configuration.
 

In a simple scheme the Pyrenees may be subdivided into three longitu


dinal zones (fig. 1) :
 

1. The axial zone, which forms the central belt, has a width of about
 

35 km and consistsof Paleozoic rocks, which have undergone intense de


formation in several phases and locally also regional metamorphism during
 

the Hercynian orogeny.
 

In places an unconformably post-Hercynian cover 1S present. The Alpine
 

orogeny affected the post-Hercynian cover (mainly Permo-triassic) by
 

folding, whereas the rigid HercYnian basement reacted chiefly by large
 

and small scale thrusting and faulting and movements along existing
 

(Hercynian) cleavage planes. The axial zone is bounded in ~he north by
 

the North Pyrenean Fault, an E-W trending strike-slip fault zone which
 

probably 1S of late Hercynian origin.
 

2. North of this fault zone lies the northern external zone, which is
 

constituted by Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments, folded during the Alpine
 

orogeny. In its eastern part the so-called satellite massifs, consisting
 

of Paleozoic crystalline and sedimentary rocks with a mantle of Mesozoic,
 

add an extra element to the northern external zone. The Alpine folding
 

dies out northward towards the Aquitanian basin.
 

In the South the axial zone is bounded by the "southern border zone", a
 

moderately to steeply S dipping monoclinal structure.
 

3. Beyond this the southern external zone is situated. Like the northern
 

external zone it is characterized by folded Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments.
 

Here the intensity of the folds decreases southward.
 

Extra elements are presented by the gravitational gliding structures of
 

the Gavarnie; Monte Perdido and Cotiella nappes, and by the non-metamor


phic Paleozoic outliers of the Nogueras Zone.
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CHAPTER I 

Stratigraphy 

Introduction 

In the Cinqueta region a rather incomplete sequence of Paleozoic and 

early Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, often influenced by regional or thermal 

metamorphism, is met with. Large parts of the area are occupied by intru

sive rocks of granodioritic composition with associated dikes. 

Hercynian deformations (intense folding, frequently accompanied by clea

vage or foliation), thermal metamorphism and low to medium grade regional 

metamorphism, as well as the overall lack of fossils are responsible for 

the great difficulties that were met with in establishing lithostratigra

phic successions, thicknesses of individual units and their litho- and 

chronostratigraphic relations. 

Chronostratigraphic correlations are based mainly on the presence of one 

well characterised marker: carbonaceous black slates, which are generally 

accepted to be of Gotlandian (Silurian) age. Boersma (J973) has dated cor

relable lithostratigraphic units in adJacent areas to the east with the 

aid of conodonts. 

Previous stratigraphic studies in this particular area have been carried 

out by Dalloni (19JO), Schmidt (1931) and Martinez (1968). 

Due to the fact that the effects of metamorphism (regional, dynamo and 

thermal) are almost ubiquitous in the Hercynian rocks of the Cinqueta 

region, it could not be avoided that petrographical terms like schist, 

hornfels, quartzite and calc-schists etc. mix up with sedimentary designa

tions like marl, marly limestone, sandstone etc. in the descriptions of 

the various units.
 

Furthermore the names that have been given to our lithostratigraphical
 

units do not necessarily indicate the presence of proper type localities.
 

This ensues from the already mentioned problems in defining and describing
 

these units. Consequently the names that were given merely refer to areas
 

or localities where the units they belong to are reasonably well exposed.
 

In the Cinqueta region we have distinguished the following lithostrati 

graphical units 

1. The Cinqueta de La Pez complex, consisting of biotite-muscovite schists 

with large porphyroblasts of staurolite, andalusite and cordierite, seri 

cite-schists, phyllites, quartzites and some recrystallised impure lime

stones. 
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2. The Vilados Formation, made up by slates, hornfelsed slates and quartzites. 

3. The Madera Formation, characterized by black carbonaceous slates or
 

shales and some dark coloured limestones.
 

4. The Puyaresto Formation, presenting an alternation of recrystallized
 

limestone and marly limestone, and thin slate or hornfels layers.
 

5. The Ardana Formation, consisting of massive and thick-bedded recrystalli 

zed limestones with thin streaks of pelitic material. 

6. The Sein Formation, presenting slates and quartzites with some intercala

ted impure recrystallized limestone. 

7. The Barbarisa Formation, made up by calc-schists, and alternations of
 

recrystallized limestone and thin slate or hornfels layers.
 

8. The Sahun Formation, characterized by dark strongly ceaved slates with
 

detrital micas.
 

Post-Hercynian sedimentary rocks :
 

.9.	 The Poma-Viciele Formation, consisting of red sandstones, conglomerates, 

siltstones and shales. This unit is overlain by : 

10. Yellow to violet limestones, cellular dolomites, gypsiferous shales
 

and gypsum.
 

The Cinqueta de la'Pez complex. 

This unit is named after the rio Cinqueta de la Pez in the upper valley 

of which (North of the so-called Gistain-Esera fault) rocks belonging 

to this complex occur exclusively. 

It is characterized by sandy-pelitic rocks and some impure limestones, 

which by regional metamorphism have been turned into staurolite-andalu

site-cordierite bearing biotite-muscovite schists, sericite schists, 

phyllites and meta-limestones. These rocks are unanimously believed to 

be of Cambro-Ordovician age. 

The rocks we attribute to the Cinqueta de la Pez complex are situated on 

the southern limb of a large scale anticlinorium the axis of which runs 

across the Puerto de la Pez with a WNW-ESE direction (see chapter III, 

the section on the Cinqueta de la Pez structural unit). The dimensions 

of this structure, which as a width of several kms, are such that the 

rocks belonging to tte Cinqueta de la Pez complex may be expected to 

become progressively younger going from North to South in spite of repe

titions due to folding on mesoscopic scale. 

Since it is very hard to give sensible estimates of thicknesses, due to 

intense isoclinal folding and the monotonous aspect of this unit, we will 

confine ourselves to describing the different types of rocks belonging 
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to the Cinqueta de la Pez unit as we encountered them from North to South 

along the rio Cinqueta de la Pez. 

From the Puerto de la Pez southward, over a distance of about 2000 m 

measured along the valley bottom, reddish brown weathering grey to brown 

schists and greyish quartzites are exposed. The thickness of the quart

zitic layers varies from 10 cm up to 20 m, whereas the schists may reach 

thicknesses from ca. 10 cm up to 100 m. 

Biotite prisms and andalusite crystals (sometimes up to 15 cm ~n length) 

are macroscopically visible in the schists, where the biotite is respon

sible for the reddish weathering colour. 

Bedding of the quartzite layers is believed to be the original sedimentary 

bedding. In the schists no trace of macroscopically visible bedding was 

found, as it has been totally obliterated by strong deformation resulting 

in the formation of one, sometimes two generations of foliation. 

Thin sections revealed the presence in the schists of staurolite, andalu

site, some cordierite, two generations of biotite, muscovite, quartz and 

some potassium feldspar (not necessarily occurring together, though). In 

.the quartzites some biotite and muscovite may be present. 

Directly South of these schists and quartzites a conglomerate of about 

20 m thickness was found. The quartzitic components have been strongly 

flattened and lie with their long axes parallel to a foliation, which is 

fairly well displayed by the schistose matrix. 

South of this conglomerate, grey green schists and some grey quartzites 

occur over a distance of about 450 m. Small dark crystals may be see on 

the foliation planes in the schists, which thin sections show to be 

chloritoid. Microscopical investigation also revealed the presence of 

(flattened) quartz, dark isotropic material, muscovite and biotite. 

South of these schists, grey phyllites occur over a distance of about 

600 m. Thin sections revealed these phyllites to consist mainly of small 

muscovite flakes and quartz. At the base thin-bedded impure meta-lime

stones with a total thickness of about 15 m are present. 

The unit is bounded in the South by the Gistain-Esera fault, which brings 

into contact the phyllites of the upper part of the Cinqueta de la Pez 

complex with the black carbonaceous slates of the Madera Formation. 

Subtracting the effects of metamorphism, the original lithology of the 

rocks belonging to the Cinqueta de la Pez complex probably was as follows 
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a. A lower part characterized by an alternation of sandstones and sandy 

shales overlain by a conglomerate. 

b. An upper part characterized by few sandstones, sandy shales and shales 

in which an intercalation of impure limestone may occur. 

Direct correlation, because of continuous outcropping, is possible with 

metamorphic rocks in the Lys-Caillouas area (Wennekers, 1968), situated 

North-East of the Cinqueta region and in the Rioumajou-Plan de Fredan90n 

area (Clin, 1964) ~n the North and North-West. 

Descriptions by both authors of rocks they attribute to the Cambro-Ordo

vician show more or less the same characteristics as the Cinqueta de la 

Pez complex; pelitic and sandy meta-sediments, overlain by a massive 

conglomerate or discontinuous conglomerates of variable thickness, in a 

few calcareous elements may occur, constitute the lower part of the series. 

In the upper part sandy meta-sediments are less abundant, but meta-lime

stones occur frequently. 

Wennekers estimates a thickness of at least 600 m for his Cambro-Ordovician. 

As has been mentioned no estimations of the thickness of the Cinqueta de 

la Pez complex could be made, so this figure can not be confirmed. 

Clin calls the corresponding rocks "pre-Gotlandian" and attributes a 

Middle Cambrian to Upper Ordovician age to them. Most other authors, 

however, use the term Cambro-Ordovician for the regional metamorphic 

rocks occurring in the central part of the axial zone of the Pyrenees. 

The Vilados Formation 

This formation is named after the Granjas de Vilados, North and South of 

which it is exposed most completely. 

The unit is characterized by an alternation of bluish-grey slates, slaty 

hornfels and some quartzites. 

The Vilados Formation is overlain by the carbonaceous slates of the Madera 

Formation. No sharp boundary could be established because of the intense 

isoclinal folding. Furthermore the slates of the upper part of the Vilados 

Formation show a strong resemblance to the lower slates of the Madera 

Formation. Generally, we have put the boundary where the rock started to 

stain the fingers, as an indication of the higher coal content of the 

Madera Formation. 

No lower boundary could be found exposed. 

Repetitions, due to tectonic doubling would be very difficult to establish 

in this formation because of its monotony. Not taking this into account 
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a minimum thickness of 100 m seems acceptable. 

In the type area the Vilados Formation is represented by NNE dipping, some

times reddish weathering bluish-grey slates,hornfelses and quartzites. The 

slates show one or two generations of cleavage, while any original bedding 

has been totally obliterated. The thickness of the intercalated quartzites 

does not exceed 50 em. Generally these quartzites display a somewhat 

lighter colour. Small knots are to be seen on the cleavage planes in the 

slates, which increase in size and number as one gets nearer to the contact 

with the Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite in the South. With increa

sing recrystallization due to thermal metamorphism the older cleavage 

is sometimes hardly visible anymore. 

In thin section the slates appeared to consist of a fine-grained matrix of 

flattened quartz and sericite, small grains of opaque material (possibly 

carbonaceous matter) and strongly altered chiastolite and cordierite crys

tals, which give the cleavage planes their spotted appearance. Also some 

small flakes of biotite were found to occur. 

The Vilados Formation is exposed in a zone of about 2 km in width, striking 

WNW-ESE, which extends from Tres Bogas in the West to the lower slopes 

of La Ardana in the East, where it is cut off by the Rechanzadas-Descubri

dores intrusive body. In the central part this zone is almost cut in two 

by the Monto Descubridores granodiorite. 

In small isolated outcrops it is very hard to distinguish the slates of 

the Vilados Formation from the slates of the Sein Formation or those 

occurring in the lower part of the Puyaresto Formation. 

The slates and quartzites constituting the Vilados Formation can be corre

lated directly with the blue schists and sericite-bearing quartzites men

tioned by Clin. These occur South of the Puerto de Urdiceto (NW of Tres 

Bogas) and form the westward continuation of the type area. 

As no fossils have been found, no age could be attributed to this unit. 

Clin, merely basing his opinion on ideas of other authors, gives an 

Ordovician age for the blue schists and quartzites South of the Puerto de 

Urdiceto. However, since we can only be sure that these rocks are older 

than the overlying coal-bearing slates of the Madera Formation, which 

without doubt have a Gotlandian age, we prefer the term Cambro-Ordovician 

for the age of the ViI ados Formation. 

So far, we have described two lithostratigraphical units, the Cinqueta de 
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la Pez complex and the Vilados Formation, which both are assumed to have 

a Cambro-Ordovician age. Although no direct correlation is possible we 

think that, at least partly, these two units represent regional metamorphic 

(Cinqueta de la Pez complex) and non-metamorphic or thermal metamorphic 

(Vilados Formation) equivalents. This is confirmed by observations in the 

Lys-Caillouas area (Wennekers) where non-metamorphic slates and quartzites 

with intercalated impure limestones, overlain by black carbonaceous slates 

of Gotlandian age, grade westward into regional metamorphic rocks; the 

latter prolongate directly into the Cinqueta de la Pez complex. 

The Madera Formation 

This formation is named after the Barranco de la Madera, as it is best 

exposed in a zone parallel to this brook, along the slopes West of the rio 

Cinqueta de la Pez. 

The Madera Formation is defined as a series of black, very fossile, 

carbonaceous slates which stain the fingers when being handled, with some 

intercalations of dark blue limestones in the upper part. ·It is overlain 

by dark slates of the Puyaresto Formation. As has already been mentioned 

no sharp boundary with the underlying Vilados Formation could be found. 

The upper boundary was taken directly above the limestones where the 

slates no more stained the fingers. 

Because of the highly incompetent character of the rocks belonging to 

this formation and their role as a tectonic lubricating zone, thickness 

estimations are bound to be very inaccurate. The exposed thickness in the 

Cinqueta region varies from well under 100 m to several 100 m, not taking 

into account tectonic doubling. 

In the type area the Madera Formation occurs as a series of fissile black 

carbonaceous slates in which a few thin (5-10 cm) beds of sandy slate or 

quartzite were encountered. 

The slates are intensely cleaved and sedimentary bedding has been totally 

obliterated. In many outcrops the cleavage planes show small whitish 

needles (up to 2 mm in length), which in thin sections appear to be chiasto

lite crystals. In weathered outcrops the slates are sometimes covered by 

a white alum efflorescence or a yellowish efflorescence of sulphur. 

The top of the formation includes three (sometimes fewer) thin-bedded 

bluish-black limestone intervals, which are separated by several meters of 

black slates. The thickness of these limestone intercalations does not 

exceed JO m. They are porous and when crushed by hammering form a black 

powder, which stains the fingers, as do the slates. 



Thin sections of the slates revealed the majority of the grains to consist
of black opaque carbonaceous matter, and flaky material, which we believe
to be sericite. Quartz grains do also occur, but are quite rare.

Besides occurring in the type area s.l. (which stretches from the Puerto
de la Madera in the West to the slopes of the Posets massif in the East,
occupying a large WNW-ESE striking zone) the Madera Formation is present
in the Barbarisa-Sein uni.t, along the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust and in the
vicinity of San Juan de Plan and Gistain.
In the Barbarisa-Sein area only the upper part of the formation is exposed
more or less completely along the Barranco del Sein at ]800 m, where fissile
black slates and blackish limestones are overlain by blue slates and sandy
slates, representing the lower part of the Puyaresto Formation. Along the
Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust the Madera Formation occurs as fissile black slates,
which are generally strongly distorted, probably due to the movement along
the thrust plane.
Finally, near San Juan de Plan and Gistain thin lenses of crushed carbona-
ceous slates of the Madera Formation were found, under- and overlain by
bluish slates and grey quartzites, which have been mapped as undifferentiated
Paleozoic. The presence of crushed slates of the Madera Formation here is
thought to be related to thrust (or fault) planes in the undifferentiated
Paleozoic.

No fossils have been found in the Madera Formation, except some badly pre-
served graptolites, orthocerids and crinoid stems, the latter occurring in
the limestones constituting the top of the formation.

Direct correlation of this unit, based on lithology and continuous outcropping,
is possible with rocks showing the same characteristics in the Sierra Negra
area and its western continuation East of the type area and in the synclinal
de Moudaing West of the type area. Moreover, black graptolite bearing slates
with black limestones in their upper range have been reported from allover
the Hercynian Pyrenees.
West of the Cinqueta region, ln the Bielsa area, Van Lith (1965) found black
graptolite bearing slates with some limestones at the top, which he attributed
to the Silurian, based on the occurrence of Monograptus, the lithology and
the continuity to dated localities outside his area.
Clin (1964) in dating his "schistes carbures et calcaires Gothlandiens" of
the cirque de Troumouse and the cirque du Lys area, where the synclinal de
Moudaing is situated, directly refers to Destombes (1953), who gives an age
ranging from Upper Llandoverian to Lower Ludlovian.
S~ratigraphic studies, carried out by DegardiL (1977) ln the Benasque
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region, revealed ages ranging from Middle Llandoverian to Lower Ludlovian
 

for the graptolite-bearing slates and Upper Ludlovian/Lower Gedinnian for
 

the upper black limestones. Finally, Boersma (1973) attributed a Lower
 

Gedinnian age to the upper black limestones occurring directly below the
 

slates and limestones of his Rueda Formation, which is to be correlated
 

with our Puyaresto Formation.
 

Both Degardin and Boersma draw attention to the fact that these upper
 

limestones should not be confused with the limestones of Upper Wenlockian
 

age occurring lower in the slates and which are generally referred to as
 

Orthoceras limestones. These lower limestones have not been encountered
 

in the Cinqueta region.
 

In view of the very uniform distribution of the coal-bearing slates and
 

black limestones and the general agreement in dating them, an age ranging
 

from Lower Llandoverian to Lower Gedinnian seems quite acceptable for the
 

Madera Formation.
 

The Puyaresto Formation
 

This formation derives its name from the Barranco de Puyaresto, on the
 

western slopes of the Posets massif, along the upper part of which it
 

is very well exposed.
 

The Puyaresto Formation is defined as a succession of recrystallized
 

marly limestones, alternating 'with sandy, somewhat carbonaceous slates,
 

which frequently have turned into hornfels by thermal metamorphism. The
 

lowermost part of the formation, directly above the black limestones of
 

the Madera Formation, mainly consists of slate and shows only a few thin
 

limestone beds.
 

The boundary with the overlying massive limestones of the Ardafia Formation
 

is not sharp; generally a boundary was taken at the first massive limestone
 

with a thickness of more than 2 m.
 

In the type area s.l. (the Posets area) this unit shows the following
 

characteristics : dark-grey to black fine-grained slates or hornfelses
 

alternate with greyish weathering blue medium-grained recrystallized
 

limestones.
 

Apart from the lowermost slates with few thin limestone layers, which
 

have a total thickness of some 10 to 20 m, the slate intervals in the
 

lower part of the formation present thicknesses varying from 30 to 50
 

em. The limestones show thicknesses varying from 10 to 30 em.
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A rather gradual upward decrease of the thickness of the slates occurs 

resulting in values of only 1 or 2 cm in the upper part of the formation. 

The thickness of the limestones does not show much variation. 

Due to differential weathering of the limestones and the hornfelsed 

slates the latter protrude from the limestone surface, imparting a 

ridged appearance to the outcrops (barregienne or sandwich limestone), 

which is very characteristic for the Puyaresto Formation as well as for 

some parts of the Ardana Formation and the Barbarisa Formation allover 

the area (fig. 2). 

Thin sections revealed the pelitic layers to consist of flakes of what 

is supposed to be sericite, black opaque materal, small flattened quartz 

grains and carbonate matter. The limestones are quite pure, but may con

tain some argillaceous material, sericite and some quartz grains. 

The thickness of the Puyaresto Formation may vary from about 100 m or even 

less on the flanks to 250-300 m in the hinges of Hercynian mainphase folds. 

Apart from the Posets area the formation occurs on the Pena Blanca, the 

Punta Suelza, the Bargasera and in the Barbarisa-Sein area. Ridged lime

stones in the stratigraphic window north of San Juan de Plan show much 

resemblance to those of the Puyaresto Formation and have also been mapped 

as such. However, as this window ~s situated in a different tectonic 

level, one might put question marks to this correlation. On the Punta 

Suelza and in the Barbarisa-Sein area it was very hard to locate the boun

dary between the Puyaresto Formation and the Ardana Formation, due to 

intense deformation. As a result of extreme stretching on the limbs of 

the isoclinal Hercynian folds, furthermore, the total thickness of both 

formations taken together often does not exceed 100 m. In these areas, 

therefore, the Puyaresto Formation and the Ardana Formation have been 

n~pped as an undifferentiated complex. In small isolated outcrops it 

was often hard to decide whether one was dealing with rocks belonging to 

the upper part of the Puyaresto Formation, or with alternations of recrystal

lized limestone and hornfelsed pelitic layers such as occur occasionally 

in the Ardana Formation and the Barbarisa Formation. 

The Puyaresto Formation together with the Ardana Formation generally form 

ridges and escarpments because of their resistance to erosion, contrasting 

with the shales and slates of the adjacent formations. 

No fossils except for some badly preserved Orthocerids and crinoid stems 

have been found. Wessels Boer, who studie~ the area in 1961 and 1962, came 

across Phacops sp., Odontochile sp. and Zaphrentis sp. 
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Fig.2.Sandwich limestone (barregienne)of the metamorphic 
Puyaresto Fm. ,caused by differential weathering of recrys
tallised limestone and hornfels. 
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By continuity of outcrop the Puyaresto Formation can be correlated with 

the Rueda Formation, established by Mey (1967) in the Sierra Negra area 

and showing the same characteristics : an alternation of sandy slates 

and marly limestones (fig. 3). In the Esera area Wennekers subdivides 

the Rueda Formation into two formations, the Aneto Formation and the 

Gelada Formation, thus distinguishing the lowermost slates with only 

few limestones and the slate-limestone alternation. 

Conodont faunas collected from the Rueda Formation by Boersma (l973) 

indicate a Gedinnian age. In view of the rather uniform occurrence of 

the Rueda Formation in the areas East of the Cinqueta region as far as 

lithology and thickness are concerned and the great similarity to the 

Puyaresto Formation, a Gedinnian age might be attributed also to the 

latter. 

The Ardana Formation 

This formation is named after the Ardana mountain, South-West of the 

Posets, on the western slopes of which it is widely exposed. 

The Ardana Formation is characterized by a succession of massive grey 

weathering bluish limestones which generally have been recrysta~lized. 

Thin streaks of hornfelsed pelitic material (in contrast with the thicker 

slate intercalations of the Puyaresto Formation) frequently occur through


out the formation.
 

The Ardana Formation ~s overlain with a sharp boundary by the dark slates
 

with intercalated impure limestones of the Sein Formation.
 

The thickness measured in the type area var~es from about 100 m on the
 

limbs to maybe 250 m or more in the hinges of Hercynian mainphase folds.
 

In the type area this formation occurs as a series of massive or thick


bedded pure limestones. Where bedding is visible thicknesses up to 2.5 m
 

are measured. The upper 10 to 15 m are rather thin-bedded and show some


what darker weathering colours than the general light grey of the major
 

part of this unit.
 

Because of recrystallization due to thermal metamorphism, thin streaks
 

of argillaceous material or of marly composition protrude from the weathe


red limestone surface, accentuating the original bedding and the internal
 

fold~ng. 
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Thin sections show the limestone to be very pure, except for some sericite 

flakes and small quartz grains; the calcite grains exhibit form orientation. 

The pelitic intercalations contain carbonaceous material, sericite, dark 

isotropic grains and occasionally some epidote. 

Except in the type area and the adjacent Posets area, the Ardana Formation 

occurs on the Pena Blanca, the Punta Suelza and in the Barbarisa-Sein area. 

The lithological characteristics are the same as in the type area, but on 

the Punta Suelza and in the Barbarisa-Sein area the Ardana Formation had 

to be mapped together with the Puyaresto Formation for reasons already 

mentioned. 

A massive limestone, overlying ridged limestones mapped as Puyaresto 

Formation in the San Juan stratigraphic window, shows much resemblance 

to the Ardana Formation and consequently has been mapped as such. As has 

been put forward in the section on the Puyaresto Formation, caution is 

required here, since the San Juan window is part of a different structural 

unit. 

As bedding is usually poorly visible because of their homogeneous composi

tion and massive habit, the large scale structures in the limestones of 

the Ardana Formation are best studied from a distance. They then clearly 

contrast with the ridged appearance and the somewhat darker weathering 

colours of the underlying Puyaresto Formation and the dark colours of 

the overlying Sein Formation. 

Karst phenomena such as clints or "Karren" and dolines occur in these rocks, 

especially in the Posets area. The name Posets, probably derived from 

"pozo", being spanish for deep pit or precipice, may refer to these pheno

mena. 

No fossils, except for some crinoid stems, were encountered in this formation. 

Because of continuous outcropping, direct lithological correlation is pos

sible with the Castanesa Formation, defined by Mey (1967) in the Sierra 

Negra area, and the Basibe Formation in the Esera region (Wennekers, 1968). 

The name Castanesa Formation was originally given by Mey to the equivalent 

of the Basibe Formation in the Sierra Negra area. In more recent publica

tions, however, this name has been dropped in favour of Basibe (Mey, 1968; 

Habermehl, 1970 en Boersma, 1973). 

The descriptions of the Castanesa (Basibe) Formation in the Sierra Negra and 

the Esera area show a great resemblance to our own observation concerning 

the Ardana Formation (fig. 3). 
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Boersma collected conodont faunas (in the upper Isabena valley) indicating
 

an Upper Gedinnian to upper Lower Emsian/lower Upper Emsian age for the
 

Basibe Formation. He suggests that at least the lower part of the formation
 

grows older to the West.
 

The Sein Formation
 

The Sein Formation is named after the Barranco del Sein, which cuts across
 

the Barbarisa-Sein area, where the formation is well exposed.
 

This unit ~s defined as a series of dark slates and sandy slates, a few
 

quartzites, and some impure bluish-grey limestones in the upper part of
 

the formation. Because of thermal metamorphism the slates frequently have
 

been changed into hornfels, or rocks resembling hornfels, in the field.
 

The boundary with the overlying Barbarisa Formation, which is sharp, is
 

taken at the first limestone with a thickness clearly exceeding 5 m.
 

Because of the incompetent behaviour of the slates belonging to the Sein
 

Formation great differences in thickness may be expected to occur. These
 

differences moreover are accentuated by disharmonic folding between the
 

underlying Puyaresto and Ardana Formations and the overlying Barbarisa
 

Formation to which the slates of the Sein Formation had to accomodate
 

themselves.
 

We estimate the original thickness to be at least 100 m.
 

In the type area the Sein Formation is characterized by sometimes reddish

brown weathering dark slates and sandy slates with a few thin quartzites. 

Intense cleavage has totally obliterated the original bedding in the slates. 

The cleavage planes have a shiny appearance and occasionally show small 

spots, which in thin section are seen to been altered cordierite and 

andalusite. In the northern part of the type area the slates have turned 

into hornfels and the cleavage planes are hardly visible anymore. Four 

intercalations of impure limestone occur in the upper part of the formation. 

Their thickness varies from 1 m for the upper one to 5 m for the lowest one. 

Generally they have. been turned into calc-schists by flattening. The clea

vage is visible in thin sections, represented by form-oriented small cal

cite grains. 

Beyond the type area the Sein Forlnation occurs in the synclinal cores of 

the Hercynian folds in the Posets massif. Especially on the slopes west of 
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Las Espadas it appears to be well developed but the inaccessability of
 

these slopes prohibited investigation.
 

From a distance this formation is generally easily recognizable because
 

of its dark, occasionally reddish colours, which are in strong contrast
 

with the lighter colours of the over- and underlying limestones.
 

In small outcrops it was found impossible to distinguish'between the slates
 

of the Sein Formation and those of the Vilados Formation, especially when
 

recrystallized by thermal metamorphism. In such cases a decision was based
 

on the general setting and the position with respect to the over- and
 

underlying limestones.
 

To the East the Sein Formation lithologically correlates with the dark
 

slates and sandy slates with intercalations of marly limestone and thinly
 

bedded sandstones, attributed to the Fonchanina Formation in the Eseta
 

region and in the Sierra Negra area (Wennekers, 1968; Mey, 1967). The
 

thickness of the Fonchanina Formation in the Esera area was estimated by
 

Wennekers to be at least 50 m. (fig. 3)
 

Conodonts collected by Boersma (1973) from the lower part of the Fonchanina
 

Formation indicate an upper Lower Emsian/lower Upper Emsian age. For the
 

upper part of this formation, from which he did not take samples, Boersma
 

suggests an uppermost Emsian/lowermost Couvinian age. The finding of two (;)
 

conodont specimens, identified as Icriodus Corniger, in a sample from calc


schists of the Barbarisa Formation directly above the Sein Formation sup


ports this suggestion.
 

Thus, an age ranging from upper Lower Emsian to uppermost Emsian may be
 

attributed to the Sein Formation.
 

The Barbarisa Formation
 

The Barbarisa Formation is named after the Barbarisa mountain in the South


East of the area, where it is well exposed on the summit as well on the
 

southern slopes.
 

The Barbarisa Formation is characterized by an ~lternation of greenish-grey,
 

bluish-grey and yellowish-grey calc-schists and recrystallized limestones
 

with thin streaks of pelitic material.
 

The boundary with the underlying Sein Formation is sharp. East of la Esti 
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veta and on the South ridge of the Barbarisa, intensely cleaved slates,
 

that we attributed to the Sahun Formation, were found above the Barbarisa
 

Formation in the synclinal cores of folds. However, no contact was found
 

exposed.
 

Thickness may vary from ca. 70 m on the limbs of Hercynian mainphase folds
 

to 200 a 300 m measured parallel to the axial plane.
 

In the type area the Barbarisa Formation, before cleavage flattening and 

recrystallization, is supposed to have been a regular alternation of thin 

(1 a 2 em 7) layers of limestone and marly limestone, and thin streaks of 

pelitic material. In the upper part this alternation may be more thick

bedded, especially as far as the argillaceous layers are concerned. Here 

the thickness of the pelitic layers may have values up to 3 em. 

As a result of recrystallization these pelitic layers are changed into 

hornfels, protruding from the weathered limestone surface, which gives the 

rock an appearance very similar to the Puyaresto Formation (sandwich 

limestone or barregienne). A cleavage is generally present~ giving the 

limestone the aspect of a calc-schist. 

Thin sections revealed the limestones to consist of small calcite grains, 

form-oriented parallel to the cleavage, small sericite flakes, a few 

quartz grains and occasionally some epidote. 

Besides in the type area the Barbarisa Formation occur's in the highest 

parts of the Posets massif (notably on the summit of Las Espadas), where 

investigation was impossible because of the inaccessability of this part 

of the Cinqueta region. Looking from a distance, however, one gets the 

impression that the transition from the Sein Formation into the Barbarisa 

Formation is more gradual here, through a regular alternation of light 

(limestone) and dark (slate) layers (fig. 4). 

In very intensely folded areas, where the normal stratigraphic succession 

is hard to recognise, the Barbarisa Formation may be distinguished from 

the Puyaresto Formation and the Ardana Formation, qecause of its slightly 

different colours : yellowish- and brownish-grey for the Barbarisa Forma

tion, light grey for the Ardana Formation and dark grey for the Puyaresto 

Formation. 

To the East this formation can be correlated by continuity of outcrop with 

the Mananet Formation of Wennekers (1968) in the Esera area and the Mananet 

Griotte defined by Mey (1967) in the Sierra Negra area (fig. 3). Although 

the characteristics of the Mananet Griotte described by the latter differ 
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considerably from the characteristics we gave for the Barbarisa Formation, 

one should bear in mind that we could only describe these rocks in a meta

morphic state. Lithological resemblance becomes more apparent when we quote 

Mey on the subj ect of Mananet Griotte when metamorphic : "In t.he metamorphic 

state some of the highly typical characteristics, such as the nodular as

pect and the vivid colours, are entirely lost. The greenish and cream 

colours remain, establishing the differentiation from the other lime

stones. The thin pelitic layers between the calcareous nodular beds change 

into hornfels". 

According to Boersma (J973) conodonts indicate an age ranging from Eifelian 

to Visean for the Mananet Griotte. The two specimens of Icriodus Corniger 

found at the base of the Barbarisa Formation at least do not contradict 

the assumption that the lower part of this formation is to be attributed 

to the Eifelian. (Couvinian). 

The Sahun Formation 

This formation is named after the Collado de Sahun in the extreme South

East of the Cinqueta region. On the ridge leading from the Collado de 

Sahun to the Barbarisa, some outcrops of dark strongly cleaved slates 

were found, which are thought to lie on top of the Barbarisa Formation 

because they occur in the cores of synclines. No boundary could be found 

exposed. 

The cleavage planes have a lustrous appearance due to the presence of 

sericite. The occurrence of muscovite which may be detrital, makes it 

possible to distinguish between the slates of the Sahun Formation and those 

of the Sein Formation. 

since the Sahun Formation only occurs in a small area and could be studied 

only fragmentarily, it seems inappropriate to attempt correlations with 

formations in other areas. We will confine ourselves to mentioning the 

presence of a monotonous sequence of shales, which conformably overlie 

the Mananet Griotte East of the Cinqueta valley (Mey, 1967; Wennekers, J968) 

and are believed to be of Carboniferous age. 

A summary of the characteristics of the formations we established in the 

Cinqueta region from the Madera Formation up to the Sahun Formation and 

the proposed correlations with formations Mey and Wennekers established 

in the Sierra Negra and Esera areas, is given in fig. 3. 
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Post-Hercynian sedimentary rocks 

Introduction 

In many parts of the Pyrenees the Paleozoic sediments, which have been 

folded, thrusted and intruded by granitic and associated rocks during 

the Hercynian orogeny are overlain unconformably by a succession of red

dish sandstones, conglomerates, siltstones and shales. 

To avoid the risk of losing ourselves in the overwhelming quantity of 

literature existing on this subject we refer the reader to more or less 

elaborate recapitulations given by Clin (1959), Van Lith (1965), Nagtegaal 

(1969) and Martinez (1968). Generally these red detrital series are believed 

to be of Permian and Lower Triassic (Buntsandstein) age, a statement merely 

based. on their lithology. 

In the Cinqueta area a comparable success~on of reddish detrital sediments, 

unconformably overlying the late Hercynian Cinqueta granodiorite and 

folded Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, has been mapped> and described as the 

Poma-Viciele Formation. Our description is mainly based upon the observations 

of Wessels Boer (1961, 1962, internal reports) and Martinez (1968). 

The Poma-Viciele Formation 

This formation is named after the Barranco de la Poma and the Barranco de 

Viciele, which are to be found in the western part of the Cinqueta region, 

where this formation occupies large areas. 

The Poma-Viciele Formation has been defined as a succession of red to violet 

sandstones, conglomerates, siltstones and shales. The boundary with the 

underlying Paleozoic is sharp and unconformable. Yellowish to violet lime

stones alternating with thin layers of shale overlie the Poma-Viciele 

Formation by means of a sharp stratigraphic contact. 

In the type area the base of the formation is formed by a coarse conglo

merate, mainly consisting of quartz and quartzite, the matrix being formed 

by reddish argillaceous material. According to Martinez (1968) thickness 

may vary between 0 and 5 m. The conglomerate is overlain by an alternation 

of red shales and impure sandstones, which are generally rich in detrital 

micas. The thickness of this alternation may vary from 100 to 150 m. In 

the sandstones graded bedding and large scale cross-bedding may frequently 

be observed. 
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Next a light grey weathering conglomerate occurs (thickness from some cm up 

to 2-3 m), consisting of well rounded quartz components (1-3 cm diameter) ~n 

a matrix of red argillaceous material. This conglomerate in its turn is 

overlain by an alternation of red and greenish-grey shales and impure sand

stones with a thickness of ca. 30 m.
 

The Poma-Viciele Formation occurs allover the type area and along the
 

southern border of the Cinqueta region, but is restricted to main unit B
 

(see structural scetch map).
 

The Poma-Viciele Formation is overlain by yellowish to violet limestones,
 

occasionally cellular dolomite (spanish: carneola), gypsiferous shales
 

and gypsum. The limestones and the cellular dolomite were locally encoun


tered below strongly contorted gypsiferous shales and gypsum near the
 

Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust. However, since these rocks are only locally exposed,
 

they were not studied in detail. The thickness may vary between 50 and
 

100 m in the Cinqueta area.
 

Generally they are attributed to the Middle and Upper Triassic (Muschelkalk
 

and Keuper).
 

The characteristics of the post-Hercynian sediments ~n the Cinqueta region
 

are given in fig. 4.
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Fig.4.Columnar section of the post-Hercynian sediments ~n the 
Cinqueta region. 
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CHAPTER II 

Igneous rocks and thermal metamorphism 

Two major intrusive bodies occur in the investigated area the Rechanzadas

Descubridores granodiorite and the Cinqueta granodiorite. 

The Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite extends across the central part 

of the area in an E-W direction. It generally has a sharp contact with the 

surrounding Paleozoic rocks in which it intruded. The rock usually is grey 

coloured with sometimes a touch of brown weathering. 

The Cinqueta granodiorite occupies large areas in the central western part 

of the Cinqueta region. An intrusive contact with black coal-bearing shales 

of the Madera Formation (Gotlandian) in the extreme North-West near Tres 

Bogas is probable (Clin, 1964). North of San Juan de Plan the Paleozoic sedi

mentary rocks, exposed in the San Juan stratigraphic window, have been 

influenced by thermal metamorphism, but a contact with the Cinqueta grano

diorite is not visible. 

The Cinqueta granodiorite is unconformably overlain by the red sandstones 

and shales'of the Poma-Viciele Formation (Permian-Lower Triassic). It has 

a several meter thick mantle of weathered material, which as it occurs also 

below the Poma-Viciele Formation, must have been formed before deposition 

of these rocks (Van Lith, 1965). The Cinqueta granodiorite generally is some

what darker coloured than the Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite. 

The granodiorites have been investigated only superficially. No great diffe

rences in composition were found. Thin sections revealed the main consti

tuents to be quartz, plagioclase (25-35% An), potassium feldspar, biotite 

(frequently altered to chlorite) and/or hornblende. Muscovite may also occur, 

cut is less abundant than biotite. Potassium feldspar occurs in smaller 

quantities than plagioclase. 

Apart from the weathered mantle of the Cinqueta granodiorite and the 

extreme rim (near the contact) of the Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodio

rite, which both present a schistose appearance, these rocks are completely 

unoriented. 

There are associated dikes, with colours varying from grey to greenish grey 

and occasionally brownish. In thin section these appeared to be strongly 

altered. The main constituents are: sericitised plagioclase, chloritised 

biotite, hornblende, quartz and potassium feldspar. Generally these dikes 

-- intruded parallel to the mainphase cleavage. 

Thermal metamorphism has altered the pelitic rocks intd hornfels and spotted 
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slates. In the hornfelses the cleavage has been largely obliterated; 

they are made up by a fine-grained matrix consisting of quartZ t muscovite 

and biotite in which porphyroblasts of andalusite and altered cordierite 

occur. 

The black carbonaceous slates of the Madera Formation retain their fissilitYt 

even in the vicinity of the intrusive bodies, and never change ~nto true 

hornfels. Chiastolite is the most important newly formed mineral. 

Near the contact limestones have been recrystallized to coarse marble, 

thus obliterating the form orientation of small calcite grains resulting 

from dynamo-metamorphism during the Hercynian mainphase. Diopside and 

epidote were encountered in the limestones situated in the inner zone of 

the contact aureole. 

The time-relationship between the emplacement of the granodiorites and 

the fourth Hercynian deformation phase of E-W refolding (see next chapter) 

is revealed by rotated and deforme~ andalusite or chiastolite crystals in 

the spotted slates in the contact aureoles. As these rotated porphyroblasts 

occasionally show a slightly s-shaped Si near the rim, their final stage 

of growth must have been synchronous with the onset of the fourth defor

mation phase. Consequently the intrusion of the granodiorites must have 

occurred mainly before this fourth phase. Their emplacement was clearly 

subsequent to the mainphase t as is indicated by the dikes intruded along 

the mainphase cleavage. 
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CHAPTER III
 

Structural Geology
 

rHERCYNIAN TECTONICS 

IIntroduction 

I ., .
The Hercynlan structures ln the Pyrenees have been the subject of many 

investigations,which revealed that several successive phases of defor

mation have been active.According to Boschma(1963),Zwart(1963) ,De Sitter 

(l964),Oele(1966) and Mey(1967,l968) the following phases can be dis

tinguished (see also Fig.5): 

a.The pre-mainphase or pre-cleavage period,during which N-S to NE-SW 

trending folds developed in the northern and southern borders of the axial 

zone.In the central part of the axial zone this phase is much harder 

to trace due to the parallellism of the trends of pre-mainphase and 

mainphase folds,both having an E-W direction here. 

The mainphase,which produced NW-SE to E-W striking folds.A distinction 

has to be made between the regional metamorphic areas,belonging to the 

so-called infrastructure,where deformation is characterised by a.flat 

lying foliation and small scale recumbent,isoclinal or asymmetrical 

folds(size up to some metres),and areas of low grade dynamo-metamorphic 

rocks,belonging to the suprastructure.The latter show open to tight 

folds of variable size (em. to hm. dimensions) and the accompanying clea

vage has a steep attitude in the central and northen part of the axial 

zone,which flattens out to the south,where it dips moderately to gent

ly to the N. 

c.A third phase gave rise to N-S trending small scale folds and axes of
 

internal rotation,and seems to have affected only the metamorphic rocks of
 

the infrastructure.Either a second foliation developed or the mainphase
 

foliation was reactivated.
 

d.A conjugate set of folds with sub-vertical axial planes,one striking
 

NW-SE and another striking NE-SW,characterises the fourth phase. The plun


ge of the fold axes depends on the attitude of the s-planes before the
 

folding. The folds are asymmetrical with a long north limb and a short
 

south limb.These structures seem to be most frequent in the regional me


tamorphic rocks of the infrastructure.
 

e.The fifth phase was responsible for E-W trending folds with vertical,
 

to steeply N dipping axial planes.The development of an axial plane cre
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nulation cleavage probably depended on whether the axial planes coin


cided with the mainphase cleavage or made an angle with it large enough
 

for a new cleavage to be produced.In the first case only reactivation
 

of the existing planes,with flattening and shear,would take place.
 

The granodiorite intrusions,~ong which the Maladeta and those occurring
 

in the western Esera area (Perr~o,Vall) and in the Cinqueta region
 

predate this last folding phase.
 

f.This last phase is,in contrast with the previous compressional phases,
 

of a tensional character,which is expressed by the development of kink
 

bands,indicating a dilatation in N-S direction.Another phenomenon related
 

to this phase would be the southward fanning of the cleavage,caused by
 

tilting from an original vertical attitude.
 

It has been found impossible to date these phases individually for the
 

lack of biostratigraphic data.However,it is generally assumed that real
 

folding started after the deposition of roeks of Lower Westphalian age,
 

and lasted until the end of the Upper Westphalian.
 

Since a lot of confusion still exists concerning the use of terms like
 

cleavage,slaty cleavage,schistosity,foliation etc. ,either in a descrip


tive or in a genetic sense,we give the following definitions ,according to
 

which the terms shall be used in this paper.
 

a.Cleavage or slaty cleavage:pervasive surfaces in fine grained rocks,the
 

distance between which is microscopic.In slates and phyllites the cleavage
 

is caused by parallel arrangement of phyllosilicates,whereas in limesto


nes it is due to the orientation of calcaite grains.
 

o;F61iation:pervasive surfaces in schists and gneisses,which only dif

fer from cleavage in this respect,that the phyllosilicates are macro


scopically visible.In limestones individual calcite grains are distin


guishable with the naked eye.
 

c.Crenulation cleavage or foliation:this type of pervasive surfaces oc


curs only in rocks ,in which an older cleavage or foliation is folded on
 

a microscopical scale.The crenulation cleavage is parallel to the axial
 

plane of the micro-folds and may be delineated by the (short)limbs of the
 

micro-folds or by micro-faults parallel to them.
 

d.Fracture cleavage:here the cleavage surfaces are at intervals varying
 

from some rom. up to several em. Fracture cleavage may grade into any of the
 

three types of cleavage described above.
 

By adding "axial plane" a genetic relationship with a certain fold gene


ration is intended.
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The mapped area has been subdivided into two structural main units:
 

unit A covers the northern and eastern part of the area and consists
 

of folded,cleavaed or foliated,Paleozoic rocks.These have overridden in
 

southward direction main unit Btformed by the autochtonous Hercynian
 

basement covered unconformably by rocks of presumably Permo-Triassic age
 

(see structural sketch map).Main units A and B are separated by the
 

Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust.
 

Main unit Atin its turn,has been subdivided into two smaller units:
 

unit I.The Cinqueta de la Pez unittwhich consists of regional metamorphic
 

rocks possibly of Cambro-Ordovician age.Well developed foliations are the
 

~ost outstanding features in this area. 

unit ITI.The Posets-Pena Blanca unit,which includes mainly folded Gotlan

dian and Lower Devonian rocks. Both pre-mainphase and mainphase folds oc

cur.The cleavage and axial planes of the mainphase folds have a steeply 

dipping attitude in the northern and central parttwhereas in the southern 

part they flatten out to a moderate northward dip. 

unit III.The Barbarisa-Sein unittwhich also includes the Paleozoic outliers 

of the Punta Suelza and the Bargaseratoverthrust on the Permo-Triassic of 

main unit B.Rocks of Gotlandian and Lower Devonian age are present almost 

exclusively in this unit also.lt differs structurally from the Posets-

Pena Blanca unit in this respect that pre-mainphase folds cannot be distin

guished in the field;but they may be inferred from the position of the main

phase fold axes.Furthermoretthe axial planes of the mainphase folds show 

only gentle to moderate dips to the N. 

Main unit B:The Hercynian basement consists mainly of granodiorite,which
 

has not been affected by Hercynian deformations.However,Hercynian structures
 

may be observed in a small stratigraphic window north of San Juan de Plan,
 

where Paleozoic rocks of sedimentary origin are exposed below the Permo


Triassic cover.
 

The second deformation phase,distinguished in the regional metamorphic rocks
 

of the Cinqueta de la Pez unit,as well as the second phase occurring in the
 

low grade dynamo-metamorphic rocks of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,the Barba


risa-Sein unit and the San Juan window of main unit B have been correlated
 

with the Hercynian mainphase.We have adopted the existing usage of designa


ting this phase "FI".
 

The phase predating the mainphase in the regional metamorphic rocks of the
 

Cinqueta de la Pez unit and the one predating it in the low grade meta


morphic rocks in the other units has been designated "Fp" (pre-mainphase).
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Main unit A 

Introduction. 

The Cinqueta de la Pez unit is situated in the extreme north of the 

Cinqueta region.To the north it extends across the Spanis-French border. 

IN the south it is separated by the Gistain-Esera fault from the Posets

Pena Blanca unit (see structural sketch map). 

Several phases of deformation could be recognised: 

The first phase (Fp) gave rise to the formation of a foliation (Sp) pa

rallel or subparallel to the bedding.This phase may correspond with the pre

mainphase of Zwart et al., 

The second phase (Fl) generated folds of varying dimensions:from micro

scopic scale up to map scale.The folds are tight asymmetrical or isoclinal, 

with moderately to steeply dipping south limbs and vertical to slightly 

overturned north limbs.A second foliation (Sl) caused by cl:enulation of Sp 

is nearly always present,conforming to the attitude of the axial plane of 

the folds,and dips generally to the SSW.This phase has been correlated with 

the mainphase of the Hercynian orogenesis. 

During a third phase (F2) an internal rotation about N-S directed axes 

took place,due to shear along Sl.This deformation was only revealed in 

thin sections.It has been correlated with the second phase of N-S refol

ding of Zwart (1962,1963). 

Minor deformations ,postdating F2,resulted in the generation of a very poorly 

developed N-S striking cleavage,some small scale folds with N-S axes.and.in 

a few localities,a conjugate system of kink bands ,intersecting along an 

E-W direction. 

Regional description
 

The Cinqueta de la Pez unit consists exclusively of regional metamorphic
 

rocks,such as biotite-muscovite schists,some of them bearing anda1usite,
 

staurolite and cordierite,sericite schists and phyllites.Sl and Sp are
 

present throughout the earea,but it depends on the intensity of SJ whe


ther Sp ~s still observab1e.Sl has a very constant attitude,dipping 50


70
0 

to the south and striking 1~0-1300.
 

Sp and So(bedding)have been folded relative to SJ.Such folds ,however ,are
 

only rarely visible in the field.
 

The Cinqueta de la Pez unit is a part of a large antiformal structure,
 

called by Clin(l959) "Anticlinal de Fredanc;on-Aygues Tortes". Its culmi

nation runs across the Puerto de la Pez with a direction of 120-1300 
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In the west this structure is cut off by the Gavarnie thrust near the 

Pic d'Aret.while the Lys-Caillouas intrusive body partly obliterates 

its eastern prolongation. Sections presented by Wennekers(1968) and 

Kleinsmiede(1960)support the idea that the Fredan~on-Aygues anticline 

together with some smaller structures north of it,is to be correlated 

with the central anticline of Kleinsmiede in the Valle de Aran area. 

Deformational history 

The first deformation phase (Fp). 

A frequently well developed foliation striking WNW-ESE is the only trace 

left by this deformation phase.Due to (re)folding during the ~inphase 

dips vary from gently S to vertical. 

Where sedimentary bedding,or what appeared to be sedimentary bedding in 

thin sections,was found,the foliation was always parallel or subparallel to 

the ~edding.Only in one thin section,taken from a sericite schist,this first 

foliation,though almost obliterated by strongly developed second foli 

ation planes (Sl) ,seemed to run across what was supposed to be transposed 

bedding. 

On many occasions it was very difficult to decide,in the field,whether one 

was dealing with (Sp) or Sl,as intense flattening due to the second de

formation phase (F1) has brought Sp and SJ into a near-parallel position. 

Actually three types of relationship were found to occur: 

1.Both Sp and S1 are present.SJ is easily distinguished from Sp as it 

cuts through the latter.Usually So is not visible. 

2.Sp as well as So are found,being parallel to another,while SJ is less 

well developed. 

The situation already mentioned,where SI and Sp are subparallel and dis

tinction between them is difficult. 

In the first and second case Sp is always dipping less steeply than 

Sl.Thin sections revealed that in the third case Sp is nearly parallel to 

SJ.If they do make a slight angle,Sp is the steeper.So case 1 and 2 occur on the 

south limb .and case 3 on the steep north limb of an F1 fold. 

In some slides only one foliation is visible.This is thought to represent SJ, 

as an older foliation is sometimes preserved as a relict structure,enclosed 

~n poikiloblasts. 

Thin sections of samples taken from outcrops where both Sp and Sl could be 

distinguished,showed this first foliation to be well developed,being dis

played by parallel arrangement of small muscovite and biotite flakes (in the 

biotite-muscovite-schists) or muscovite flakes only (in the sericite-schists 
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and phyllites)tand by form-oriented quartz grains.S1 may vary from an in


cipient crenulation cleavage to a strongly developed crenulation folia


tion.
 

When sedimentary bedding was visible in outcrops, thin sections revealed an
 

alternation of layers rich in micaceous material and layers rich in quartz.
 

The mica-rich layers show a well established Sp,which is micro-folded or
 

cut across by a second foliation, depending on the intensity of deformation
 

during 5J.The quartz-rich layers were found to posses no or an only slightly
 

developed Sp,and no effects of later deformation (Fl) are present.The quartz
 

grains show hardly any orientation.
 

Field measurements of the attitudes of Sp (parallel to So) and the attitudes
 

derived from orientea samples are presented in a structural diagram (Fig.6).
 

Though too few readings are available to give this diagram any statistical
 

value,it conveys an 'idea of the folding style related to the second deforma


tion phase (Fl).
 

No intersections of So and Sp have been found because of the general paral


lellism of the two.Measured intersections of Sp and SJ are presented in Fig.?
 

The diagram shows maxima which lie close to the general s~rike of SJ,sugges


ting that Sp was either flatlying or but gently folded before Fl,or that the
 

strike of Sp was parallel to the strike of SJ.Though,in this case also,too
 

few measurements are available to state this with certainty.
 

Since no fold hinges related to Fp have been found,it is hard to say whether 

one is dealing here with isoclinal folding to a degree that Sp is nearly every

where parallel to So,or that Sp developed as a concentric cleavage (De Sit 

ter,1964,p.292).Concentric cleavage is thought to be generated by shear 

exerted on layers rich in phyllosilicates,by competent beds moving diffe

rentially on the limbs of large folds.Movement would take place mainly in the 

layers rich in pelitic material ,without affecting the competent quartz-

rich layers. 

A third possibility might be load metamorphism, causing mimetic recrystal

lization parallel to the original bedding. 

General parallellism of cleavage or foliation and bedding combined with 

scarce isoclinal folds might also be produced by shear more or less paral

lel to the bedding,as has been suggested by Zwart (1963) for the flatlying 

mainphase foliation in the infrastructural Cambro-Ordovician domes and an

ticlinoria in the eastern central pyrenees.For the Cinqueta de la Pez this 

mechanism has to be discarded,as it would without doubt give rise to bou

dinage of the competent layers,no trace of which has been found. 
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Fig.7.Distribution of intersections of Sl and Sp in the Cinqueta 
de 1a Pez area(Schmidt's projection,lower hemisphere). 
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Load metamorphism causing mimetic recrystallization does not explain 

the presence of form-oriented quartz grains in the mic~ich layers.So.a 

mechanism such as proposed for the generation of concentric cleavage 

seems the most plausible for the first deformation phase,possibly under 

conditions of epizonal metamorphism,facilitating the recrystallization 

of phyllosilicates. 

Correlation of Fp with phases in adjacent areas is impossible because 

the mainphase or FJ,which can be correlated with the second deformation 

phase in the Cinqueta de la Pez area,is the oldest phase mentioned in 

publications on the surrounding areas (Clin,1959,Wennekers,1968). 

However,as the mainphase is supposed to be ubiquitous and more or less con

temporaneous throughout the pyrenees,and on the assumption that our cor

relation of the second phase in unit I with the mainphase is correct 

(see next section),correlation of Fp with the pre-mainphase of other 

authors,mainly of the Leiden school ,does not seem improbable.During this 

phase folds of varying trends and dimensions were produced, including 

NE-SW trending structures in the Upper Paleozoic (Devonian and Carboni

ferous) ,e.g. those observed in the Baliera area (Mey,1967) and in the 

Posets area (this report);and probably also E-W striking metamorphic 

structures !ike the Aston and Hospitalet massifs in the eastern central Pyre

nees (Zwart,1963). 

Large E-W trending pre-mainphase structures have been described by Har

tevelt (1970) in the Seo de Urgel area.A slaty cleavage,invariably paral

lel to the bedding and predating the mainphase deformation,is present 

in all pre-Hercynian pelitic rocks occurring in the latter area.Harte

velt suggest that this cleavage may be interpreted as a "concentric clea

vage" related to the generation of the large scale structures during the 

pre-mainphase.A similar origin may be proposed for the pre-mainphase fo

liation in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit:during a first stage of gentle fol

ding, trending approximately parallel to the subsequent mainphase folding 

(for the mainphase fold axes are horizontal or show but gentle plunges) 

a "concentric cleavage",Sp,was produced.Renewed compression during the 

mainphase probably accentuated this fold to form the Fredan~on-Aygues 

Tortes anticline. 

The second or mainphase deformation (Fl)
 

The second phase generated a foliation,which 1n thin sections nearly al 


ways is revealed to be associated as a crenulation of Sp.The intensity
 

of the micro-folding,and so the intensity of the crenulation foliation
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appear to be dependent on the the lithological composition of the rock 

and the situation within the profile of the mesoscopic folds developed 

during this phase.In the field it was found that,in the moderately S 

dipping limbs of Fl folds,S1 is generally well developed in pelitic layers, 

cutting across Sp,whereas in quartz-rich layers Sl is but poorly visi

ble or not at all.In the vertical to slightly overturned limbs,S1 is al

ways very well-developed. However, because of the subparallel position of 

Sp and S1 here,conclusive evidence that one is dealing with S1 has to be 

given by thin sections(see also the previous section). 

The attitude of S1 is very constant throughout the area,as is demonstrated 

by the distinct concentration in a structural diagram (Fig.8).The strike 

does not deviate more than 15 degrees from the 1200 direction,while the 

dips vary between 50 and 80 degrees S.Folds of mesoscopic dimensions,to 

which we already referred in the preceding,have been observed sporadical

ly.Their relation to F1 is demonstrated by the parallellism of S1 and the 

axial planes.The style of the folding is tigh~y asymmetrical ,with a short 

vertical to overturned north limb and a long south limb,dipping modera

tely S.Some examples of Fl folds are present in the upper valley of the 

Barranco de Agnes Cruces.Fig.9 presents an Fl antiform with a north limb 

dipping approximately 700 to the S (overturned) ,which is nearly parallel 

to the axial plane as displayed by Sl.The south limb dips approximately 
040 S. 

In the steep walls east of the Barranco de Agnes Cruces and north of the 

Barranco de Gistain asymmetrical folds may be observed with rather flat

lying south limbs and almost vertical north limbs (Fig.IO). 

At 2000 m. in the Cinqueta de la Pez valley part of an antiform fold 

was found in a conglomerate,with an axial plane dipping about 5S
o S,as 

displayed by the intense cleavage in the matrix and the attitudes of the 

long axes of the flattened components.The subvertical north limb and the 

moderately dipping south limb suggest a tight asymmetrical fold similar to 

the one shown in Fig.9. 

Folds of mesoscopic dimensions frequently occur in the steep inaccessible 

walls east and west of the rio Cinqueta de la Pez.Seen from a distance 

these folds also seem to have moderately dipping south limbs and slightly 

overturned to vertical north limbs,making but a small angle with the ge

neral attitude of SJ. 

According to Clin(1959) the large".~ticlinal de Fredan~on-Aygues Tortes, 

which has already been mentioned in the preceding,has an axial plane pa
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Fig.a.Distribution of Sl,Cinqueta de la Pez unit(Schmidt's pro
jection,lower hemisphere). 
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Fig.9.Hinge of a nearlY isoclinal mainphase fold in the upper 
Agnes Cruces vallev(seen from the east).The mainphase foliation 
dips steeply to the S and is weel visible in the right part of 
the photo. Slightly dipping cleavage in the upper left hand part 
of the photo represent Sp and/or So. 

Fig.IO.Asymmetrical mainphase folds,seen from the south-east. 
in the upper part of the Agnes Cruces vallev.North limbs are 
almost vertical,while south limbs present gentle dips. 
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rallel to 51 and a vergence to the north.The north limb, situated on the 

French side of the frontier,shows dips varying from steeply N to verti 

cal and occasionally overturned.The foliation is said to be parallel or 

subparallel to the bedding.Although we are of different opinion concerning 

the dip of the south limb (Clin mentions dips of 70-800 5,presumably con

founding 51 and 50 or 5p) we agree with the general picture of an asym

metrical anticline.The similarity of this large structure to the mesosco

pic folds described abovetas well as the attitude of the axial planetwhich 

in both cases is parallel to 51,points to a contemporaneous origin,related 

to the same deformation phase. 

The occurrence of rotated porphyroblasts (see also section on micro-struc

tures and metamorphism) indicates that 51 was not only a plane of flat 

tening,but also a plane of shear.This is moreover confirmed by the presence 

of asymmetrical folds as described above. 

'P'l in· the Cinqueta de la Pez unit is correlated with the main··deformation
 

phase elsewhere on the following grounds:
 

1.Theattitude of 51 is identical with the axial plane cleavage or foli 


ation accompany~ng mainphas~ folds i~ the Lvs-C~illouas area (Wennekers,1968).
 

2.In the northern part of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit the attitude of
 

the axial plane cleavage related to mainphase folds more or less parallels
 

5J in the area under discussion.
 

The suggestion put forward by Zwart (l978,pers. comm.)that our 51 should be 

correlated to his F2 (N-5 refolding)and consequently our 5p to the Hercynian 

mainphase (see Fig.5)does not seem very acceptable because of the distinct 

difference in trend between the N-5 direction of his F2 and the WNW-E5E di 

rection of the F1 folds in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit and the"Anticlinal 

de Fredan<;on-Aygues Tortes" as a whole,which does conform so very weli to 

the general trend of the Hercynian mainphase.However,to be more certain 

about the correlation of F1 in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit,very detailed 

microstructural investigations are required. 

As has already been mentioned in the introduction,in the Hercynian Pyre

nees two major structural levels can be distinguished,generally called in

frastructure and suprastructure. In the non- or low grade metamorphic rocks 

of the suprastructure, the mainphase deformation generated symmetrical folds 

with a vertical axial plane cleavage (at least in the central part of the 

axial zone),indicating that the main stress was compressive and horizon

tal(Zwart,l963,Oele,l966).In the Cinqueta region the upright folding 
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of the suprastructure is nicely demonstrated in the northern part of the 

Posets area.
 

lIn the regional metamorphic rocks of the infrastructure recumbent asym


~etricacal folds,rotated porphyroblasts and a flatlying foliation which
 

liS generally parallel to the bedding, suggest shear to have been a prominent
 

,mechanism of deformation during the mainphase (Zwart,1963,Oele,1966). 

In the transition zone between the infrastructure and the suprastructure 

the flatlying attitude of the mainphase foliation changes gradually into 

a steeply dipping position.According to Zwart(1963) the thickness of the 

transition zone may be connected with the depth of the metamorphic front. 

in the Garonne dome this is demonstrated by a very high position of the 

metamorphic front in combination with a thin transition zone,which is res

tricted here to the incompetent carbonaceous slates of the Gotlandian (Fig.l1a). 

Fig.JJb demonstrates the gradual transition from flatlying to steep atti 

tudes of the.~liation in the Hospitalet massif.Here the transition zone 

is much thicker,which is probably due to the lower position of the meta

morphic front. 

The different behaviour of rocks in the suprastructure and in the infra

structure would be related to temperature (Zwart,1963,Oele,1966).The for

mer states:"As far as the cause for the different behaviour of rocks in 

supra- arid infrastructure is concerned,it seems evident that temperature 

plays a dominantrole,since the change in structural behaviour corresponds 

to a change in metamorphic graae.With higher temperatures the plasticity 

of the rock increases,friction decreases and then laminar flow apparently 

is favoured in preference to simple flattening which occurs during clea

vage folding". 

This picture does not seem to fit in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit,as here 

rocks metamorphosed under amphibolite facies conditions (see section on 

micro-strctures and metamorphism)would yet structurally belong to the trans

ition zone because of the moderate to steep attitude of the mainphase fo

liation and the character of the deformation,which comprises both flatte

ning and shear. 

The third deformation phase (F2)
 

This phase was only observed in thin sections,where it is made visible by
 

rotation of porphyroblasts (see section on micro-structures and metamor


phism):Metamorphic minerals ,among which andalusite and staurolite,which had
 

been formed during the mainphase defromation,have rotated about approxi


mately N-S directed axes lying in the 51 plane.
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5 N 

Fig.Jla(from Zwartt1963).Sectionin.Bosost areatshowing infra
structure and suprastructure.The transition zone is situated 
in the Silurian black slates. 

t ; ;~'J'.~~!!1 

C!.':C.l-~.:",:,~:,s 

Fig.llb(from Zwart t 1963).Three sections through the Hospitalet 
massif and anticlinetshowing a transition from flat1ying atti 
tudes of S1 in the infrastructure to steep positions in the su
prastructuretwhich is more gradual than in the Bosost area. 
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We correlate this phase (F2) with the second phase of N-S refolding de

fined by other authors in the infrastructure in the eastern central Py

renees and in the Lys-Caillouas area.In the Bosost area (Zwart t l962 t l963)and 

in the Vall Ferrera area (Oele t l966) this phase produced either recumbent 

small scale folds accompanied by a new foliation,or reactivation of the 

mainphase foliation by shear along it. 

Neither in the Lys-Caillouas area (Wennekers,l968)nor in the Cinqueta de la 

Pez area have folds with N-5 axes been observedtbut only shear movement along 

51 that caused the rotation of the porphyroblasts.Zwart and Oele established 

the general sense of rotation to be anticlockwise looking southward. 

The limited number of observations in the Cinqueta de la Pez areathowever t 

does not justify the assertion that rotation took place in the same sense 

here. 

Deformations of minor importance 

In some outcrops in the southern part of the Cinqueta de la Pez areata 

steeply plunging trather widely spacedtlineation occurs on Sl.In thin sec

tions vertical planes of kinking of Sland corresponding to these lineations t 

are present.Since the 51 planes have been deformedtthese structures must 

postdate Fl. 

Some large andalusite crystalstwhich are postkinematic with respect to 

F2 as they enclose staurolite rotated about N-S axesthave been bent about 

axes also having an approximate N-S direction. This deformation therefore 

must postdate F2. 

FinallYtin some outcrops a conjugate set of kink bands was foundtwhich.may 

belong to a last phase connected with uplift of the axial zone at the end 

of the Hercynian orogeny in the Pyrenees. 

Metamorphism has produced rock types with different mineral assemblages 

in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit.We roughly distinguish two main zones (see 

map):a.A southern zone in which occur successivelYtfrom the south to the 

north phyllites ,sericite schists and muscovite-biotite-schists. 

b.A northern zone,where biotite-muscovite-schiststcontaining andalusite, 

staurolite,cordierite and biotite porphyroblasts crop out. 

The time-relationship between mineral growth and the various deformation pe


riods was studied in order to establish the geologic history.
 

Foliated rocks may be affected by deformation in three different ways
 

(Zwart,1962):
 

I.The foliation ~s a plane of shear usually combined with flattening.
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2.Flattening takes place parallel to the flattening.
 

3.The foliation is microfolded due to flattening perpendicular to the
 

foliation.
 

In case 1 and 3 a new (crenulation)foliation may develope,whereas in case
 

2 only the existent foliation is intensified.
 

Crystallization of porphyroblasts may be prekinematic,synkinematic and post


kinematic with respect to a certain deformation.If mineral growth takes pla


ce in a foliated rock this time-relationship may be established by compa


ring the foliation outside the porphyroblasts (5e) and the relict foliation
 

enclosed in the porphyroblasts (Si).Nine basic diagnostic configurations
 

occur,which shown in Fig.12.These nine possible situations are obtained by
 

combining the three different types of deformation with the three possible
 

time-relationships with crystal growth.
 

In the thin sections we studied,Si always appears to be a relict Sp (on the
 

assumption that Sp is the oldest foliation that was formed).As generally
 

two foliations (Sp and S1) occur outside the porphyroblasts in the matrix,
 

we will refer to them as Spe and Sle.
 

As has already been mentioned,during the first deformation period (Fp) small 

muscovite and biotite flakes were formed,probably under greenschist facies 

conditions (Winkler,l967)to produce together with form-oriented quartz 

grains the first phase foliation (Sp).Only in the south-western part of 

the Cinqueta de la Pez unit no biotite was formed.No growth of Staurolite; 

andalusite or cordierite took place before or during Fp.This may be conclu

ded from the fact that no relations between these minerals and 5p,as pre

sented in Fig.12 nrs. 4 and 5 were found to occur. 

During the first interkinematic period (post Fp)blastesis of biotite,stau

rolite and andalusite started.Growth of these minerals during a period of non

deformation is attested by a straight Si.Subsequent shear and flattening by 

Fl caused rotation of the porphyroblasts and generated Sl in the matrix,which 

resulted in an 5i-5e relationship presented in Fig.12 nr.1.Examples are gi

ven by Fig s •13, J 4 and 15 . 

During Fl growth of biotite,staurolite and andalusite continued. This is de

monstrated by an s-shaped 5i at the edge of the crystals,indicating rotation 

during a late stage of growth(situation intermediate between Fig.12 nr.l and 

2).Examples are given by Figs. 16 and 17. 

Some staurolites were found to show a slightly folded 5i at the edge of the 

crystals ,which also points to pre- as well as synkinematic growth(Fig.J2 nr. 

8). 

Staurolite and andalusite continued crystallizing after 81 ,which is shown 

by helicitic folds in Si,that have the same intensity as the micro-folds 
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+ 
post- kinematic 

Fig.12(from Zwart,1963).Nine diagnostic forms of porphyroblasts 
with respect to time of recrystallization and deformation. 

Fig.13.Small andalusite with straight Si rotated during Fl. 
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Fig.14.Twinned staurolite with straight Si,rotated during Fl. 

Fig.IS.Biotite with straight Si and small pressure fringe,ro
tated during Fi. 
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Fig.16.Andalusite with s-shaped Si,indicating crystal growth 
partly contemporaneous with Fl. 

Fig.17.Biotite with s-shaped Si,formed during Fl. 
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Fig. 18.Staurolite with helicitic Si,indicating growth post
dating FI,which did not generate a foliation,but onlv micro
folds. 
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displayed by Spe (Fig.1Z nr.9).Examples are presented by Fig.18 and 19. 

Biotite flakes were frequently found to grow across the deformed matrix 

indicating that they crystallized later than Fl. 

The third deformation phase (FZ) gave rise to rotation about axes,direc

ted N-S.This is shown in sections cut along strike perpendicular to S1. 

Staurolite,andalusite and biotite with a planar Si have been rotat~d with 

respect to Se,producing the the relationship presented in Fig.]Z nr.l.Fig. 

ZO gives an example of this rotation. Since Si appears to be almost exclusi

vely straight in these sections,crystal growth must have stopped before 

the onset of FZ. 

Large andalusite porphyroblasts,up to the size of an entire slide have 

formed postkinematically with respect to FZ.This can be concluded from the 

presence of enclosed staurolite crystals,which had been rotated during FZ. 

The smaller size and the poikiloblastic habit of the andalusites associated 

with Fl makes it easy to distinguish them from the large crystals produced 

after FZ.The latter are not sharply bounded and they seem to have overgrown 

the matrix parallel.to the bedding,following the mica-rich layers. 

Cordierite,aften strongly altered,was encountered sporadically. The relation

ships between Si and Se suggest crystallization pre-,syn- and postkinematic 

with repect to Fl.A nice example of postkinematic growth is shown in Fig.Zl. 

Although we are well aware that insufficient sampling may be responsible 

for an incomplete picture,the following conclusions concerning the meta

morphic history of the Cinqueta de la Pez unit seem to be justified: 

During the first phase of deformation (Fp) metamorphic conditions,not ex

ceeding those of the greenschist facies gave rise to the recrystallization 

of muscovite and biotite,defining Sp,in the main part of this unit. 

During a later period,which straddled Fl,staurolite,andalusite ,biotite and 

cordierite were formed.Metamorphic conditions were comparable to those in the 

Bosost area;the Staurolite-andalusite-cordierite subfacies of the amphibo

lite facies.This subfacies is related to a steep geothermal gradient,which 

in the case of the Cinqueta de la Pez unit may be connected with the vici

nity of the Lys-Caillouas massif in the north-east (Wennekers,1968). 

The influence of this metamorphism decreased from north to south,which is 

demonstrated by the disappearance of staurolite,andalusite and cordierite. 

Biotite porphyroblasts occur beyond the boundary of the staurolite-andalu

site-cordierite zone but for lack of data a biotite isograd could not be 

drawn on the map. 

Temperature probably dropped before the onset of FZ,as no growth of stau

rolite,andalusite,cordierite and biotite took place during this phase. 
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Fig.19.Detail of Fig.18. 

Fig.20.Staurolite with straight Si,rotated during 
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Fig.21.Cordierite with mocro-folded Si,formed after Fl. 

muscovite 

biotite 

andalusite 
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kinema
tic 
phase 

main 
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~nter- t h'~r d 
phasekinema

F2tic 
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Fig.22.Time-relationship between crystal growth and defor
fo~~ation in the Cinqueta de la Pez area. 
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The large andalusite crystals which postdate F2 may be related to the
 

intrusion of the Lys Caillouas granodiorite into the sillimanite-cord ie


rite bearing schists and migmatites of the Lys-Caillouas massif during a
 

later stage.
 

The time-relationship between metamorphism and deformation is summarised in
 

Fig.22.
 

Introduction
 

The Posets-Pena Blanca unit is bounded in the north by the Gistain-Esera
 

fault,which separates the regional metamorphic rocks of the Cinqueta de
 

la Pez unit with structures typical of thetltransition zonetl,from the low
 

grade metamorphic Paleozoic rocks.The latter,partly influenced by late
 

Hercynian thermal metamorphism, belong to the suprastructure.In the south the
 

Solana fault separates this unit from the Barbarisa-Sein unit (see structu


ral sketch map).
 

Three· major phases of deformation could be established:A first phase (Fp)
 

which produced NE-SW trending large scale folds without a cleavage.A second
 

phase,representing the Hercynian mainphase (FI) caused large WNW-ESE tren


ding folds,accompanied by a steep axial plane cleavage.
 

A third phase (F2),correlated with the late Hercynian F4 of Boschma (1962),
 

Zwart (1963) and Oele (1966),originated small folds in the northern part
 

of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,accompanied by an axial plane crenulation
 

cleavage trending E-W. Generally, phenomena related to F2 are only found in
 

the fissile carbonaceous slates of the Madera Fm.(Gotlandian) and in the sla


tes of the Vilados Fm.(Cambro-Ordovician).Before this last phase,intrusion
 

of the Perramo granodiorite (east of the mapped area) and the Rechanzadas


D~scubridores granodiorite in the south took place.
 

Regional description
 

The Posets-Pena Blanca unit presents itself in its eastern part (referred to
 

as Posets area) as a sheaf of several large folds,showing carbonaceous sla


tes of the Madera Fm. in the anticlinal cores,while the shape of the syn


clines is magnificently displayed by the limestones of the Puyaresto and
 

Ardana Fms.(Fig.23).
 

The northern part of the Posets area shows tight E-W trending folds with a
 

vertical axial plane,whereas in the southern part an intricate pattern of
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Fig.23.Panoramic view of the Posets massif,seen from the west. 
Large syncline in right hand part of the photo represents an Fl 
fold,whereas in the left central part a NE-SW striking Fp fold 
may be observed. 
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interfering NE-SW and WNW-ESE trending folds occurs. 

The central and western part of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit ~s wholly 

occupied by the black slates of the Madera Fm. and slates and quartzites 

of the Vilados Fm.Because of the monotonous ,mainly pelitic character of 

these rocks,mainphase and third phase cleavage are the only macroscopically 

visible structures.Only on the Pena Blanca,situated on the Spanish-French 

border,a synclinal remnant of Lower Devonian limestones (Puyaresto and Ar

dana Fm.)is present. 

Unit II forms part of a large structure with a trend of 110
0 

,which extends 

eastward to the area south of the Maladeta granodiorite,where it may even 

be traced across the rio Noguera Ribagorzana;its prolongation is represen

ted by the mainphase folds of the Sierra Negra unit (Mey,l967,Wennekers,l968). 

In the west,beyond the frontier,unit II is prolonged by the so-called"syncli

nal de Moudaing et de l'Hospice de Rioumajou"(Clin,l959) ,showing a central 

zone of black carbonaceous slates bounded in the north and the south by 

slates and quartzites of Cambro-Ordovician age. 

Deformational history 

The first deformation phase (Fp) 

The existence of a deformation phase prior the the mainphase is revealed 

by NE-SW trending folds west of the Pico Posets,near the upper part of the 

Barranco de Puyaresto (Fig.23).The mainphase cleavage (Sl) ,which strikes 
0

300 and has a vertical attitude in this part of the Posets area,cuts across 

these folds.Since the mainphase cleavage has not been folded,it is clear 

that these NE-SW folds predate the mainphase (Fl).No cleavage was found to 

accompany the pre-mainphase folds. 

In areas of superimposed folding like the Posets area,caution is required 

in establishing the original trend of the first folds directly from the 

interference pattern. Hence it is questionable,whether the NE-SW direction 

mentioned above really represents the original pre-mainphase trend or just 

a random result of interference.We have reasoned as follows (Fig.24): 

In a certain zone west of the Posets,the NE-SW folds present steeply dip

p~ng to vertical limbs with parallel strikes (240-250o).Intersection of So 

and the mainphase cleavage (attitude ca. 300-90) would produce steeply Nand 

S plunging or vertical mainphase fold axes.Considering the fact that mainpha

se folds with horizontal or gently plunging ax.es are usual,it seems very 

improbable that folding of any importance could have happened about steep

ly plunging or vertical axes.So it is most likely that the NE-SW direction· 
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seo de Puyaresto 

... 

A Pico Posets 

Las Espadas 

Fig.24.Structural sketch map of the southern Po sets area. 

S] traces, ---- axial plane traces of Fp folds, 
~ So attitudes, ~ Sl attitudes, 
~ trace of boundary between the Madera Fm. and the 
Puyaresto Fm. 
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represents the original direction of the pre-mainphase folds,while the 

steep to vertical dips represent the original attitude of the limbs of 

these folds. 

Towards the north-east the original,probably flatlying,attitude of the 

Fp fold axes changes to present a moderate plunge to the NE as a result 

of folding during FJ .The prolongation of Fp folds further to the north

east is shown by small dome-and-basin structures north of the Posets. 

To the south-west a small saucer-like structure was formed by refolding 

of a pre-mainphase syncline. 

In the slates of the Madera Fm. Fp structures could not be traced,as So 

has been completely obliterated in these rocks.South of Vilados,however, 

on the ridge running north-east of the Barranco de la Solana,several NE 

plunging folds were found in limestones belonging to the Vilados Fm., 

which may represent the western prolongation of the Fp folds in the Posets 

area. South of Las Espadas the presence of folding predating FJ can be 

inferred from NE plunging fold axes (see next section). 

In the northern part of the Posets area (north-east of the Barranco de 

Puyaresto) no indications of pre-mainphase folding were found and an inter

ference pattern,comparable to that of the Posets area,is absent.Whether this 

indicates that Fp structures do not occur in this area,or that their trend 

parallels the trend of FJ,could not be decided.At first sight the strike of 

F1 and the mainphase folds ,which have a direction varying here between 

700 and 90 0 ,seem to be in favour of the latter possibility.But this argument 

does not hold,as these trends are not an original phenomenon,but caused by 

later deformation (see next section). 

The first folding in the Posets area can be correlated with the approximate

ly NE-SW trending folds without cleavage,predating the mainphase folding, 

observed in other areas,e.g. the Baliera area (Mey,1967) ,where it is called 

pre-cleavage folding.In the scheme given in the introduction,it is the first 

folding phase to occur. 

The second or mainphase deformation (Fl) 

During this phase large folds of hectometre dimensions were formed,accompa

nied by small scale folds measured in centimetres to metres.The large folds, 

as has already been mentioned,are magnificently exposed on the western face 

of the Posets massif (Fig.23).A well developed axial plane cleavage (51) is 

generally present.In the slates of the Vilados Fm. ,the Madera Fm. and the 

Sein Fm. this cleavage is a slaty cleavage,whereas in the limestones of the 

Puyaresto Fm. and the Ardana Fm. it presents itself as a rather closely spa
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ced fracture cleavage.A beautiful example of this axial plane cleavage 

combined with small scale folding was observed in a limestone-slate al 

ternation of the Puyaresto Fm.,exposed in the upper part of the Agnes 

Cruces valley (Fig.25).On the higher slopes of the Posets massif ,however , 

cleavage in the limestones is hardly visible anymore,probably due to 

thermal metamorphism. Capricious small scale folding in the limestones of the 

upper part of the Puyaresto Fm. and the massive limestones of the Ardana Fm. 

suggest a high mobility at the time of the mainphase folding,possibly 

due to an already elevated temperature (see also section on Fl,Barbarisa

Sein unit). 

As has been mentioned in the preceding,the Fl folds in the northern part 

of the Posets area have horizontal fold ~es with a 70-900 trend (Fig.26). 

This direction differs from the general 290-3200 trend characteristic 

for the rest of the Posets Pena Blanca unit.According to Wennekers (1968), 

a pushing aside,due to the intrusion of the Perramo granodiorite which. 
is situated directly east of the Posets massif,was responsible for the 

deviating directions in the northern part of the Posets area, 

The central part of the Posets area is occupied by a large Fl syncline, 

in the core of which the Pico Posets and Las Espadas are situated. 

The outcrop pattern of this large scale structure is quite complicated due 

to the interference of Fp and Fl folding.Fold axes of small mainphase struc

tures show great variation in attitude for the same reason. 

The mainphase anticline and syncline and syncline running across La Ardana 

consti~ute the southernmost structures of the Posets area. The axial plane 

of these folds strikes ca.3100 and dips 600 to the N.No interference pat

tern is visible,but the attitude of the mainphase fold axes,which plunge 

moderately to the E 1 indicate that folding prior to the mainphase must have 

taken place. 

The azimuth and plunge of these mainphase axes were obtained by intersec

ting the So measurements of the limbs of the folds.Because of the fact that 

in the case of superimposed folding"virtual" (false) axes may be obtained 

in this way, these attitudes were compared with the axes obtained by inter

secting So measurements with the attitude of the axial plane,represented 

by the average 51.As the fold axes obtained in both ways coincided rather 

well, the conclusion,that the constructed fold axes are real Fl axes,is 

justified (Fig.27) 

Disharmonic folding of the massive limestones of the Ardana Fm with respect 

to the well bedded limestones and marly limestones of the Puyaresto Fm and 
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Fig.25.Small scale Fl folding with a vertical axial plane frac
ture cleavage in a slate-limestone alternation of the Puyares
to Fm. 



Fig.26.Attitudes of FJ fold axes in the northern part of the
Posets area (Schmidt's projection,lower hemisphere).

Fig.27.Construction of the Fl fold axes in the southern part
of the Posets area. The positions obtained by intersecting the
So attitudes of the limbs rather well coincide with the fold
axes resulting from the intersection of these So planes with
the average axial plane cleavage (Schmidt's projection,lower

_______ h_e_m_i_s~p_h_e_r_e~).

IntersectIOns of So planes:.

intersec tion s of So planes

with average 51plane(---) +
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Barbarisa Fm.,was occasionally observed.Beautiful examples are visible in
 

the eastern slope of the Leschabre mountain (Fig.28) and in the large com


posite Posets-Espadas syncline.In the latter case the general profile ~s
 

obviously determined by the massive Ardana limestones (delineating the"fal


se"Espadas syncline,see map),while the thin-bedded limestones of the Barba


risa Fm. show some additional tight to isoclinal mainphase folds in the core
 

of the major structure (Fig.23).The incompetent slates of the Sein Fm.
 

show a tendency to follow the style of folding of the Barbarisa Fm,as
 

is displayed by the intercalated limestones near the top of this formation.
 

The distribution of So measurements in the northern and southern part of the
 

Posets area are presented in Figs. 29a and b.
 

In the broad zone west of the Posets massif,constituted by the slates and
 

quartzites of the Vilados Fm. and the carbonaceous slates of the Madera Fm.,
 

SJ shows a very uniform strike,while the dip varies,from 70 0 S to vertical
 

in the north,to 30-400 N in the southern part of the area (Fig.29c).Zones
 

of equal dips trend parallel to the strike.A similar fanning is shown by
 

the axial plane of FJ folds in the Posets massif,though here the strikes in
 

the north probably have been influenced by the intrusion of the Perram6
 

dome,causing the strike to turn to a 70-900 position,as bas been mentioned
 

above.
 

The concomitant fanning of the cleavage,from approximately vertical to
 

steeply S dipping in the north to ca. 350 N in the south of the Posets


Pena Blanca unit,may be either an original tectonic feature or a pheno


menon caused by regional warping ~f an originally vertical cleavage.
 

According to Hoeppener (l955)tilting of an originally vertical cleavage
 

may be effected by normal fa~lt movement parallel to the cleavage(Schie


ferungsparallele Abschiebungsflachen)simultaneously producing kink bands,
 

as a result of stretching in a horizontal direction.
 

Zandvliet (1960) ,whose sections across the Upper Salat and Pallaresa area
 

show a fanning of the mainphase cleavage very much comparable to the sec


tions across the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,relates this fanning,as well as
 

the frequent occurrence of kink bands to a stretching in a N-S direction.
 

According to his ideas this stretching was the result of a late Hercynian
 

arching of the axial zone,which warped the originally vertical mainphase
 

cleavage into N dipping positions.
 

Zwart (1963) describes this mechanism of warping as "an uplift of the central
 

portion of the axial zone whereby the cleavage falls apart in analogy to the
 

leaves of a book when the latter is being opened'.'
 

In the Posets-Pena Blanca area (and in the Cinqueta region ~n general) ,how
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Fig.28.Disharmonic folding on the eastern slopes of Leahabre, 
seen from the east.Tight folds in a slate-limestone alterna
tion of the Puyaresto Fm.,displayed in the central and left 
hand lower part of the photo, strongly contrast with the more 
open,irregular,folding style of the massive limestones of the 
Ardana Fm. in the right hand part of the photo. 
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Fig,29a.Distribution. of normal's to So in the northern part of 
the Posets area,indicating the general trend of Fl(Schmidt's 
projection,lower hemisphere), 

N 

.' 

... 

Fig.29b.Distribution of normals to So ~n the southern part of 
the Posets area. Concentrations in the NW and SE correspond with 
Fp folds,whereas the concentration in the SW corresponds with Fl 
folds.Note the distinct difference with the distribution of nor
mals to So in the northern part of the Posets area (Fig.29a). 
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Fig.29c.Distribution of normals to Sl in the Posets-Pena Blanca 
unit.The N-S and NNW-SSE directions correspond with the attitudes 
of SJ planes in the northern part and the SSW concentration with 
Sl planes in the southern part (Schmidtts projectiontlower hemisphere). 
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ever,several arguments exist against a late Hercynian warping of the main

phase cleavage and rather suggest this phenomenon to be an original tecto

nic feature. 

Firstly,in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit the cleavage (S]) shows a fanning 

over an angle of about 600 from approximately 800 S in the northern part 

of this unit to dips of about 3SoN in the south.One would expect features 

related to subsequent warping,like normal faults parallel to the cleavage 

associated with kink bands to be very common. No kink bands have been found, 

though,in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,nor do normal faults parallel to the 

cleavage occur.Only a few reverse faults dipping to the N are present in 

this area. 

The only fault fitting into the model suggested by Hoeppener would be the 

Gistain-Esera fault,but as this fault is situated north of the zone were 

the fanning occurs it may be left out of consideration. 

Secondly,consider the S vergent Ardana anticline and syncline,which are al 

most isoclinal,and the isoclinal nearly recumbent folds of the Barbarisa

Sein unit in the south.It is hardly probable,that originally steep folds, 

~hich must have been symmetrical with respect to the S] cleavage like the 

folds in the northern part of the Posets area and their eastern continuation 

in the Esera area,would retain su~h a symmetry after warping accompanied 

by slip parallel to the cleavage planes,as proposed by Hoeppener.On the con

trary,folds originally symmetrical with respect to the cleavage would as

sume an asymmetrical shape,since slip parallel to the cleavage would cause 

one limb to rotate away from the axial plane cleavage,while the other limb 

would rotate towards it (Fig.30).Thus fanning of the mainphase as an origi

nal tectonic feature seems most likely to us,as far as this part of the 

axial zone of the Pyrenees is concerned. 

The third deformation phase (F2) 

This phase produced small scale folds of decimetre ~o metre dimensions, 

accompanied by an axial plane crenulation cleavage in the slates of the 

Vilados and Madera Fms.No traces of this phase were encountered in the li 

mestones of the Puyaresto and Ardana Fms of the Posets area. The small sca

le folds were only observed in the Cinqueta de la Pez valley.Here some 

dikes intruded parallel to the mainphase cleavage (Sl) ,have been folded 

with axial planes parallel to S2,the third phase crenulation cleavage(Fig.3t). 

South of this location the scale of the folding diminishes rapidly within 

some 100 metres. The third phase cleavage cleavage and associated crenula

tion of SJ persists,tnough,in slates allover this unit.Only in the vicini

ty of the Descubridores granodiorite crenulation is less well visible, 
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Original position	 warping of the final position 
cleavage by 
"Schieferungs
parallele Ab
schiebung" 

Fig.30.Schematic representation of an originally symmetrical 
fold with a vertical axial plane,turned into an asymmetrical 
fold with and inclined axial plane by warping. 
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Fig.3J.Dike intruded parallel to 51 and folded during F2.The 
axial plane of the fold is parallel to 82. 
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because of obliteration of Sl by thermal metamorphism.
 

The S2 planes show a very constant dip (60-800 N) and a strike which turns
 

from an approximate E-W direction in the north to a WSW (240-2500 
) di 


rection in the south of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit (Fig.32).
 

Chiastolite crystals formed by thermal metamorphism,due to the intrusion
 

of the Perramo and Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorites,sometimes re


veal a slightly s-shapes Si,which is rotated with respect to Se. The well 


developed S2 bends around these cry~tals.From this we conclude that F3
 

postdates the intrusion, the beginning of this phase possibly being con


temporaneous with the last stage of intrusion.
 

We correlated this phase with the late Hercynian F4 of the Leiden school
 

on the following grounds:
 

1.The attitude of S2 is similar to the attitude of the F4 cleavage inthe
 

Esera area (Wennekers,1968),and in the Sierra Negra area (Mey,1967).
 

2.The F3 cleavage in the Cinqueta region postdates'the emplacement of the
 

late Hercynian granodiorites,which is in accordance with observations
 

concerning the time-relationship of the F4 cleavage and intrusion in the
 

areas to the east (Zwart.1963,Mey,1967,Wennekers,1968).
 

No phase of N-S refolding or rotation like in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit
 

(see F2 of this unit) was observed neither in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit
 

nor in the Barbarisa-Sein unit.However,because of the correlation of the
 

F2 deformation in the Cinqueta de la Pez unit with the second phase of
 

N-S refolding and the F2 (E-W) refolding of the units II and III with the
 

late Hercynian F4 of the scheme given by Zwart (1963) (see Fig.5),the E-W
 

trending phase of units II and III is thought to postdate the N-S phase
 

of unit 1.
 

The Barbarisa-Sein unit
_._------------------

Introduction 

This unit is bounded in the north by the Solana fault,along which the Po

sets-Pena Blanca unit has been thrust to the south (see structural sketch 

map).This WNW-ESE trending fault probably correlates with the Erices thrust 

in the Esera area (Wennekers,1968).West of the Monto Descubridores it pro

bably extends to the north-west across the Soanish-French border,but becomes 

very hard to trace because of the lack of outcrops on the grassy slopes 

south of Tres Bogas.Its age could not be established with certainty,Wen

nekers,however,supposes it to be Alpine. 

In the south and west the Barbarisa-Sein unit is bounded by the Sahun-Tres 
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Fig.32,Distribution of normals to S2 in the Posets-Pena Blanca 
unit (Schmidt's projection,lower hemisphere), 
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Bogas thrust,a thrust of Alpine age,along which the Paleozoic rocks of 

main unit A have been overthrust southward upon the autochtonous Her

cynian basement with its sedimentary cover of Permo-Triassic rock (main

unit B).The Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust extends to the east into the Esera 

area (Eriste-Sahun thrust of Wennekers) and possibly even further in the 

Baliera area,where it may link up with the Castanesa and Basibe thrusts 

(Mey,1967).To the west,its continuation becomes uncertain because of the 

lack of exposures.A more detailed description and discussion will be gi

ven in the section on post-Hercynian tectonics. 

The outliers of Lower Devonian limestones of the Puyaresto and Ardana Fms, 

occurring on the Punta Suelza and the Bargasera,which overlie the sedimen

tary Permo-Triassic cover of the Cinqueta granodiorite,represent rem

nants of the western continuation of the Barbarisa-Sein overthrust mass. 

At least three phases of deformation acted during the Hercynian orogeny 

in this part of the Cinqueta region. 

The first phase produced ver~ gentle folds ,probably trending NE-SW wit

hout a cleavage and is to be correlated with the first phase (Fp) in the 

Posets-Pena Blanca unit •. 

During the mainphase (F1) large isoclinal,almost recumbent folds were for

med,accompanied by a well developed axial plane cleavage (Sl) ,which gene

rally dips gently to the NE.The attitude of the fold axes is variable. 

The third phase correlated with F2 in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,origi

nated a poorly developed N dipping fracture cleavage,which restricted to 

the south-eastern part of the Barbarisa-Sein unit. 

Finally,a NE dipping fracture cleavage,also restricted to ahe south-eastern 

part of this unit,is assumed to be of Alpine age (section on post-Hercy

nian tectonics), 

Regional description 

In the area where unit III has its largest extension,east of the rio cin

queta and south of the intrusive contact with the Rechanzadas-Descubridores 

granodiorite (henceforth called Barbarisa area) ,the Paleozoic 'rocks have 

been thrown into large isoclinal folds.The axial planes strike 300-330° and 

dip ca.30
o 

to the NE.The coes of the anticlinal structures are occupied by 

the black carbonaceons shales of the Madera Fm. and the slates and lime

stones of the Puyaresto Fm. ,whereas the synclines show the presence of the 

Barbarisa Fm. and,occasionally,on the south ridge of the Barbarisa,the dark 

slates of the Sahun Fm.The amplitude of these folds may vary from one deci

metre ~p to several hectometres.Beautiful examples can be observed in the 
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steep slopes east of the Barranco del Sein (Fig.33) ,the summit of the 

Barbarisa,and east of La Estiveta (Fig.34). 

Further east,in the Esera area,the Barbarisa-Sein unit continues as a 

narrowing zone of Lower Devonian limestones,displaying the same style of 

large scale folding(the "Sahun syncline",Wennekers,1968) ,until cut off 

by the Erices thrust.A general view of the southern part of the Barbarisa 

area is presented in Fig.35. 

North of the Barranco de Huerbena,unit III continues as a poorly exposed 

zone bounded in the east by the Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite.No 

large folds were observed here.North of the Plans de Lavet this zone cros

ses the rio Cinqueta.The dip of the Lower Devonian limestones (Puyaresto 

and Ardana Fms.)changes from SOoNE along the to the Granjas de Vilados 

east of Hospital de Gistain to 700 N west of this location. 

Further to the west the Barbarisa-Sein unit extends in a north-west direc

tion as a poorly exposed zone,which probably crosses the frontier in the 

vicinity of Tres Bogas. 

The basal part of the Barbarisa-Sein unit ,except in the outliers of the 

Punta Suelza and the Bargasera,consists of strongly distor~ed carbonaceous 

slates of the Madera Fm. (Gotlandian).On the Punta Suelza and the Barga

sera the Lower Devonian limestones of the Puyaresto Fm. directly overlie 

the red sandstones and and siltstones of the Poma-Viciele Fm.(Permian and 

Lower Triassic) and the platy limestones and gypsiferous shales of the 

Middle and Upper Triassic. 

A well developed cleavage,coinciding with the axial plane of the large 

folds,is present in the slates of the Sein and Sahun Fms. and the calc

schists of the Barbarisa Fm. in the southern part of the Barbarisa area. 

North of the ridge running from the Barbarisa to EI Yerri,this cleavage 

becomes much less evident,due to the effect of thermal met~orphism,re

lated to the Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite.Many fine-grained 

light coloured dikes were found to cut across the large structures,fol

lowing the cleavage. 

Deformational history 

The first deformation phase (Fp)
 

No direct evidence of this phase such as folds or a cleavage predating
 

the mainphase deformation,has been found in the Barbarisa-Sein unit.
 

Still,indications for a phase predating FI may be inferred from the di


rection and plunge of the Fl fold axes.The diagram given in Fig.36 pre


sents the normals to the mainphase cleavage (Sl) as well as the measured
 

and constructed mainphase fold axes. Intersections of So and SJ were only
 

observed occasionally,which is probably due to thermal metamorphism and
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Fig.33.Large isoclinal FI fold in limestones of the Puyaresto 
and Ardana Fms. in the northern part of the Barbarisa area. 
seen from the west. 
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Fig.34.Fl fold in the Barbarisa Fm. on the southern slopes of 
the Barbarisa,seen from the south-east. 



Borboriso 

Fig.35.Panoramic view of the southern slopes of the Barbarisa t 
seen from the south-west. 
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Fig.36.Structural diagram,presenting the normals to 81 and the 
attitudes of constructed and measured Fl fold axes (Schmidt's 
projection,lower hernisphere).The latter coincide quite well 
with the average 81 plane. 
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to the parallellism of bedding and cleavage on the limbs of isocli~al 

folds.So,the F1 fold axes had to be obtained from the measurements of 

hinge lines of small scale folds,and from the constructed intersections 

of sedimentary bedding and mainphase cleavage,measured separately in 

the same outcrop. 

The diagram shows that the Fl fold axes are scattered around a great 

circle representing the average mainphase cleavage plane. The varying 

attitude of the fold axes can be explained by differences in attitude 

of the bedding before the mainphase folding. 

The scarcity of fold axes,directed NNW,in comparison with those having 

a plunge to the NE ,is due to a more limited number of observations. 

The slopes and ridge west of the Barranco del Sein,where these NNW direc

tions occur,are far less accessible than the terrain east of this bar

ranco and on the Barbarisa mountain,where the NE directions predominate. 

The original direction of the pre-mainphase folding can,of course,not 

be inferred from Fig.36:in principle any direction between NE and NW is 

a possible one. 

Considering the general NE-SW trend of pre-mainphase folds in adjacent a

reas,e.g. the Posets area and the Sierra Negra and Baliera areas (Mey, 

1967),a similar direction for the pre-mainphase folding in the Barbarisa 

area does not seem improbable.On this assumption,the gentle plunges to 

the NNW and the NE of the mainphase fold axes suggest large gentle pre

mainphase folds (see structural sketch map and Fig. 37). 

We must admit,however,that this reconstruction is rather interpretative 

and not based on and overwhelming number of observations.More certainty 

about the trend and style of the pre-mainphase folds would require a very 

detailed investigation and measuring. 

In the Sahun syncline,the eastern continuation of the Barbarisa-Sein unit, 

gently to moderately NE and NW plunging mainphase fold axes have been re

ported by Wennekers.who,however,explains this variation in attitude by 

post-mainphase deformation,probably of Alpine age. The mechanism proposed 

by Wennekers includes large scale folding due to shear movements along mo

derately N dipping planes (Fig.38a).Although such planes might be repre

sented by the N dipping third phase cleavage (S2.see next section)in the 

Barbarisa area still this explanation has to be rejected for this area. 

The mechanism would imply, that the Sl planes,containing NE plunging fold 

axes,should present a steeply SE dipping attitude (Fig.38b):A plane dipping 
o

30 to the NE (representing the average attitude of the mainphase cleavage) 

and a moderately N dipping third phase cleavage plane (as required by Wen
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ig.37.Schematic representation of the reconstruction of pre-mainphase 
olds in the Barbarisa-Sein unit. 
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Fig.38a.5chematic representation of folding of 51 by shear along 
N dipping planes (from Wennekers,1968). 
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5' plane rotated about 82, containing NE plunging 81:
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Fig. 38b.Construction,demonstrating, that the NE plunges of the 
Fl fold axes in the Barbarisa area can not be a result of later 
folding (Schmidt's projection,lower hemisphere). 
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nekers and in the Barbarisa area represented by S2)would have a NE plun

ging intersection B2,about which Sl would rotate.Mainphase fold axes (B1) 

ratated about B2 should lie on a great circle passing through the the 

assumed originally horizontal position of Bl and through the direction of 

maximum extension a (Whitten,1966).As B1 axes must stay in the S1 planes 

during rotation about B2,it will be clear that NE plunging Bl axes can 

only occur where SJ planes dip steeply SE as defined by the position of 

B2 and the NE plunging Bl. 

As Sl does not present such attitudes in the Barbarisa-Sein area,but on 

the contrary has a very constant gently NE dipping attitude (Fig.36),a 

post-mainphase origin for the plunge of the mainphase fold axes can be 

excluded. 

The second or mainphase deformation (F1) 

The characteristics of the mainphase structures have already been lar

gely described in the preceding:large isoclinal folds accompanied by a 

gently NE dipping axial plane cleavage,which in the contact zone of the 

Rechanzadas-Descubridores granodiorite has been partly obliterated by 

the effects of thermal metamorphism. 

However,even in this zone,thin sections of the slates of the Sein Fm. 

still display the mainphase cleavage by a parallel arrangement of small 

mica flakes and form-oriented quartz grains,while in the limestones of 

the Puyaresto and Ardana Fms. and the calc-schists of the Barbarisa Fm. 

51 is shown by small form-oriented calcite grains. 

Tight to isoclinal small scale Fl folds of decimetre to metre dimensions 

are very common (Fig.39 and 40) and underline the intensity of deformation 

already indicated by the style of the large scale folding.From these small 

folds the amount of flattening can be estimated by comparing the thickness 

cf an individual bed in the hinge and on the limbs of a fold (De Sitter, 

1964,p.274-277).In the limestones ratios varying between 2:1 and 5:1 were 

established,indicating a flattening of 30-55%.The latter figure is quite 

common in isoclinal folds.Notice should be taken.however,that primary shor

tening by concentric folding ,which may be up to 36% (De 5itter,1964) is not 

included in these figures,so that the total amount of shortening (shorte

ning by concentric folding + shortening due to flattening) may be well up 

to 70%. 

The bedding attitudes (Fig.41) show a concentration of normals ,which more 

or less coincides with the concentration of normals to 51 (Fig.36),a phe

nomenon to be expected in isoclinal folding. 
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Fig.39.Small scale FJ folds in limestone of the Barbarisa Fm, 
beautifully displaying the thickening in the hinge and the 
stretching on the limbs. 

Fig.40.Mesoscopic FJ folds in sandwich limestone of the Puyaresto 
Fm. along the Barranco del Sein. 
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Fig,4J.Distribution of normals to So in the Barbarisa area (Schmidt's 
projection.lower hemisphere), 
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An interesting phenomenon was observed in an Fl folded limestone-horn

fels alternation of the Puyaresto Fm. near Hospital de Gistain along the 

track to the Granjas de Vilados (Fig.42).Here the limestones have res

pnded by flow without disruption of the original layering,while the horn

fels layers show;small scale faulting sub-parallel to the bedding,thus 

causing gross thickening of the hinge,and thinning by boudinage of the 

limbs. Such 'different behaviour of limestone and of pelitic material 

(which was probably the original composition of the hornfels layers) 

would be unlikely under the low confining pressure conditions,which are 

generally assumed to have prevailed during the Hercynian orogenic event 

in the Pyrenees.An explanation might be given on the assumption,that 

temperature was already elevated at the time of the mainphase deformation. 

Then the pelitic layers might have been at least partly recristallized, 

thus explaining their brittle behaviour,while the limestones would have 

behaved in a plastic way.Furthermore,such conditions would have facilitated 

the tight to isoclinal folding characteristic for the suprastructure in 

the Cinqueta region. 

The gentle dips of the mainphase cleavage in unit III contrast strongly 

with thevertical and steeply dipping Sl in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit. 

In the preceding we have already argued that this is an original tectonic 

feature,at least in the Cinqueta region. 

The third deformation phase (F2)
 

This phase,which can be correlated with F2 in the Posets-Pena Blanca unit,
 

only produced a poorly developed fracture cleavage,dipping moderately to
 

the N,which was encountered in but a few locations.A faint crenulation of
 

the Sl planes appears in thin sections as a slight micro-folding of the
 

latter parallel to an incipient S2.
 

Thin sections of thermally metamorphosed slates of the Sein Fm.reveal small
 

rotated chiastolite crystals ,with an Si which is occasionally slightly s


shaped at the rim. This suggests that,as in the Posets Pena Blanca unit,the
 

third deformation phase largely postdates the emplacement of the late Her


cynian granodiorites.The occurrence of large calcite crystals with curved
 

pressure fringes may support this.
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Fig.42(drawing after photograph).Folded limestone-hornfels 
alternation of the Puyaresto Fm. near Hospital de Gistain. 
For explanation,see text, 
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Main unit B 

Introduction 

This unit comprises the autochtonous Hercynian basement,together with 

its sedimentary cover of red sandstones,siltstones and shales of the 

Poma-Viciele Fm.(generally attributed to the Permian and Lower Trias

sic) and the overlying (dolomitic) limestones,gypsiferous shales and 

gypsum attributed to the Middle and Upper Triassic. 

Its northern boundary is formed by the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust,along 

which the Paleozoic rocks of the Barbarisa-Sein unit have overridden 

the rocks of main unit B (see structural sketch map). 

In the south it is bounded by a S dipping zone,extending from the Col

lado de Sahun in the east to the Collado de la Cruz de Guardia in the 

west,in which distorted gypsiferous shales and gypsum overlie the Poma

Viciele Fm.Over this the Mesozoic cover is supposed to have slid to the 

south. 

As large parts ·of this unit are covered by post-Hercynian rocks,struc

tures postdating the Hercynian orogenesis,mainly of Alpine age,prevail. 

These structures will be dealt with in the next chapter together with 

the evidence of Alpine deformation found in the basement. 

Hercynian structures could be studied in the San Juan window,an isolated 

stratigraphic window north of San Juan de Plan,where Paleozoic rocks of 

sedimentary origin are exposed.A cleavage dipping moderately SW,parallel 

to the bedding and to the axial plane of small isoclinal folds,is suppo

sed to be related to the Hercynian mainphase deformation (Fl).The abnor

mal SW dipping attitude of this cleavage is the result of subsequent til 

ting from an originally gently N dipping position. 

Locally a steeply N dippi~g cleavage was observed. This cleavage postdates 

the mainphase cleavage and may be correlated with the third phase (F2) in 

the Posets-Pena Blanca and Barbarisa Sein units,and with the fourth phase 

(F4) of Zwart et al. 

Regional description 

The main part of the Hercynian basement of main unit B is constituted by 

the Cinqueta granodiorite (generally referred to as Bielsa granite by other 

authors:v.Lith,1965,Clin,l959) ,which extends from the rio Cinqueta in the 

east into the Cinca area in the west.Vast outcrops of this plutonic body 

occur along the rio Cinqueta and north and north-east of the Punta Suelza. 

Besides an E-W trending vertical joint system, no deformational structures ha
ve been observed in the Cinqueta granodiorite. 
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The San Juan windowtwith its Paleozoic sedimentary rockstturned out to be
 

a very compli~ated area.In spite of the large number of available obser


vations certain aspects remain obscure.
 

North of San Juan de Plan recrystallized massive limestones overlie an al 


ternation of thin limestone and hornfels layers,which dip moderately (30


400 
) to the SW.Above these limestones there are slates and quartzites dip


ping SW to WSW.We could not establish whether the contact with the mas


sive limestones is stratigraphic or tectonictbecause it is nowhere found
 

exposed.
 

At several levels in these clastic rocks a massive layer (about 10 m. thick)
 

was encountered consisting of recrystallized limestone with thin hornfels
 

intercalations.It appeared impossiblethowevertto decide whether we were 4ea


ling with one single layer appearing at different levels because of iso


clinal folding tor with different layers in a normal stratigraphic succession.
 

The upper boundary of the slates and quartzites was found well exposed on. 
ly along the road to Gistain about 500 m. east of this village.Here strong

ly tectonised slates occurtwhich are overlain by equally tectonised and
 

distorted carbonaceous slates with fragments of bluish limestonetattri 


buted to the Madera Fm.(Gotlandian).Small isolated outcrops of carbona


ceous slates were also found on the slopes north of Gistain and along the
 

rio Cinqueta east of San Juan de Plan.
 

On top of this tectonized zone slates and quartzites with intercalations of
 

recrystallized marly limestone occur again and show great resemblance with
 

the rocks below this zone.
 

An alternation of thin limestone and hornfels layers overlain by thick-bed


ded recrystallized limestonetdipping about 30 0 to the SW,was found on la'
 

Codera.Again it is uncertain,whether the contact with the underlying slates
 

and quartzites is stratigraphic or tectonic.
 

About 50 m. south of the summit of La Codera massive limestones are uncon


formably overlain by the post-Hercynian Poma-Viciele Fm.twhich dips approxi
omat ely 50 to the S. 

Although direct correlation of the limestone successions north of San Juan 

de Plan and on La Codera with the Puyaresto and Ardana Fms. in units II and 

III is not possible,as they occur in different structural levels,resemblan

ce is such that it justifies mapping the limestone-hornfels alternation as 

Puyaresto Fm. and the overlying massive limestones as Ardana Fm. 

~he slates and quartzites with their intercalation(s?) of limestone-horn

fels alternations could not be correlatedtas their description fits the 

characteristics of the Vilados Fm. as well as those of the Sein Fm.tand no 
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lower or upper boundaries could be established with limestones supposed 

to represent the equivalents of the PU1aresto Fm. and the Ardana Fm.More

over,the lithological characteristics of the Vilados Fm. and the Sein Fms. 

need not to be the same in the San Juan window,as it belongs to a diffe

rent structural level.Consequently,these rocks have been mapped as undif

renciated Paleozoic. 

A well developed SW dipping cleavage occurs in the slates of this undif

ferentiated Paleozoic in the southern part of the San Juan window. This clea

vage is generally parallel to the original bedding and coincides with the 

axial plane of some small scale isoclinal folds.To the north it was found 

to become less well observable due to the effect of thermal metamorphism 

in the vicinity of the Cinqueta granodiorite.In thin sections,however,the 

cleavage is still defined by a parallel arrangement of small muscovite fla

kes and form-oriented quartz grains. 

Large folds related to this cleavage have not been observed.Still it is very 

well possible that such folds exist,as may be inferred from an outcrop a

long the track to Vilados just west of San Juan de Plan.Here the bedding 

is marked by a massive layer of ribbed limestone,which dips SOOto the SW. 

The cleavage in toe over- and underlying slates has a horizontal attitude 

and parallels the axial plane of minor folds in the limestone.In view oj 

the prevalence of isoclinal folding and of the general parallellism of 

bedding and cleavage,the angular relationship described above would indi

cate the proximity of a major fold hinge. 

A rather widely spaced cleavage,dipping steeply to the N and trending 230

260o ,was found sporadically in the southern part of the San Juan strati 

graphic window along the road to Gistain and west of San Juan de Plan,and 

in the northern part of the window.It crenulates the first cleavage,but no 

related folding has been observed.A still later cleavage dipping moderately 

to steeply NE,is probably of Alpine age and will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

Deformational history 

F"irst we shall deal with the overall structure of the Paleozoic in the San 

Juan window. 

Martinez (1968) believes the Paleozoic of the San Juan window to represent 

one large synformal anticline with a SW dipping axial plane,the limbs con

stituted by the limestone successions (attributed to the Devonian by Martinez) 

and t~e core by slates and quartzites (Ordovician and Gotlandian according 

to Martinez).This synform would have originated during the Hercynian orogeny 

as an anticline with a gently N dipping axial plane,subsequently tilted to 
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the south by Alpine movements (Fig.43a).This picture,though,does not agree 

with the normal (upright) succession of the limestones north of San Juan de 

Plan as well as on La Codera;their repetition can only be explained by 

thrust movements. The crushed zone accompanied by distorted carbonaceous 

slates (Madera Fm.) probably represents such a zone of thrusting (Fig.43b). 

Subsequent tilting was responsible for the present southward dips of the 

bedding,first cleavage and thrust planes (see below).The thrusting must 

have taken place during the Hercynian orogenY,as no dislocations or re

petitions occur in the post-Hercynian cover represented by the Poma-Viciele 

Formation. 

No evidence of a deformation phase prior to the mainphase has been found 

in the San Juan window. 

The first cleavage and associated isoclinal folding are probably due to 

the mainphase deformation (F1).However,as no direct correlation with main

phase structures outside the San Juan window is possible and because of the 

fact that things have been complicated by, later tilting or folding,we can 

not claim with full certainty a mairiphase origin for the first cleavage 

and related folds. 

In the north,the window is bounded by a fault,which brings the Paleozoic 

into contact with the S dipping sandstones and shales of the Poma-Viciele 

Fm.,covering the Cinqueta granodiorite.In the north-east,just south of this 

fault,the bedding as well as the first cleavage in the Paleozoic show mode

rate dips to the NE.This cannot be explained by drag movement along the 

fault,as the overlying Poma-Viciele Fm. does not show any folding or drag 

phenomena in the vicinity of this fault,but has a flatlying attitude. 

Assuming that these moderate dips to the NE more or less represent the
 

original attitude of the first cleavage (which would be in accordance with
 

the general position of the mainphase cleavage in the southern part of the
 

axial zone elsewhere),this would imply that th~ SW directed dips in the ma


jor part of the San Juan stratigraphic window are the result of tilting or
 

refolding predating the deposition of the post-Hercynian cover.
 

Because of the very uniform N dipping attitude of the second cleavage,a post
 

F2 (see below) origin for this rotation has to be discarded,nor is it plau


sible that it took place during this phase,as the latter is not found to ha


produced any large scale folding in the Cinqueta region.So the tilting or
 

refolding can only be dated as between Fl and F2.
 

There are two arguments for relating the second cleavage ~n this window to F2
 

(the third phase)in the Posets-Pena Blanca and Barbarisa-Sein units:
 

I.As in these units,the deformation which produced the second cleavage started
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in a late stage of the emplacement of the Cinqueta granodiorite. This appears 

from anclalusite crystals rotated into the second cleavage and showing an Si 

which slightly s-shaped at the rim of the crystals.~s 

2.The attitude of the second cleavage is very similar to the attitudes of 

S2 in the units mentioned above. 

~~~~Ez_~!_~~~_~~~~~~~iy~_g~!~~i~n_E~~2~2_~~~!_~~Y~_£~~£_~~!!~~_!£_£h~ 

£ing~~!~_!~~i~£ 

At the conclusion. of the description and structural analysis of the various 

units,it may be useful to summarize the different major Hercynian deforma

tion phase in chronological qrder: 

I.A first phase which predates the mainphase.The southern and central part 

of the Posets area was affected by NE-SW striking folding without the de

velopment of a cleavage.In the Barbarisa area the pre-mainphase folds are 

much less pronounced;the attitudes of the mainphase fold axes suggest that 

only very gentle folding took place. 

A foliation parallel to the bedding,which predates the mainphase foliation, 

is present in the regional metamorphic rocks of the Cinqueta de la·Pez unit. 

No direct correlation is possible,however,with the NE-SW folding in the non

metamorphic areas. 

2.The second or mainphase deformation produced large tight folds,accompa

nied by a well developed axial plane cleavage,in the Posets-Pena Blanca and 

Barbarisa-Sein units.Except for the extreme north-eastern part of the Po

sets area,where they present an E-W trend,the general strike of the axial 

planes and the mainphase cleavage is WNW-ESE.Their dips show a large scale 

fanning,a feature we consider as original. 

In the regional metamorphic rocks of the Cinqueta de la Pez unit asymmetri 

cal to isoclinal folds were produced uuring the mainphase.A crenulation 

foliation which occasionally has completely obliterated the older folia

tion,developed parallel to the axial plane of the folds.The strike of this 

foliation parallels the general trend of the mainphase cleavage in the a

reas not affected by regional metamorphism,with steep to moderate south

ward dips. Regional metamorphism was partly synchronous with the mainphase 

deformation. 

3.A third phase affected only the.metamorphic rocks of the Cinqueta de la 

Pez unit.Shear along the mainphase foliation produced internal rotation a

bout N-S directed axes. 
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4.The fourth or late Hercynian phase produced small scale folds.which 

deform the mainphase cleavage.and a related cenulation cleavage.which 

generally dips moderately to steeply to the N.The folding was observed 

only in the northern part of the Posets-Pena Blanca unit. 

After the mainphase.but before the fourth phase.occurred the tilting or 

refolding affecting the major part of the San Juan atratigraphic window. 

The intrusion of the Rechanzadas-Descubridores and Cinqueta granodiorites 

and the emplacement of the accompanying dikes.facilitated by the well 

developed mainphase cleavage took place directly before the fourth phase. 
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POST-HERCYNIAN TECTONICS 

Post-Hercynian deformations are restricted to the Hercynian basement of main 

unit B and its sedimentary cover with exception of a moderately to steep

ly NE dipping fracture cleavage,observed in the southern part of the Barba

risa-Sein unit,which may be of Alpine age. 

We have established the following chronology for the post-Hercynian defor

mations: 

1.Pre-alpine blockfaulting along faults striking approximately E-W. 

2.Alpine deformations. 

a.locally intense folding accompanied by an E-W to SE-NW trending axial 

plane cleavage in the sedimentary cover,and small scale thrusting of the 

basement. 

In other parts of main unit B the cover was not or only very gently folded 

and no thrusting of the basement was observed. The cleavage,however,was found 

to persist in these less' deformed areas. 

b.large scale thrusting along the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust. 

c.doming of the Cinqueta granodiorite together with its sedimentary cover 

and the overthrust mass of Paleozoic rocks,culminating in the Punta Suelza 

and the Pico de Verdemene in the west.It seems likely,but cannot be proved, 

that htis updoming was contemporaneous with the uplift of the axial zone 

during which the monoclinal southern border zone was formed,causing gravi

tational southward gliding of the Mesozoic cover above the Upper Triassic. 

Before we started the investigations in the Cinqueta region,Cl.Martinez of 

Montpellier University made a detailed study of the southern part of this 

area,dealing mainly with the post-Hercynian tectonics(Cl.Martinez.Etude 

structurale de la region du haut Cinqueta,substratum de la nappe de Gavarnie. 

These 3me cycle,Montpellier,1968).His description of main unit B agrees very 

well with our own observations(some of the figures going with the regional 

description and the structural analysis of this unit are taken from Martinez' 

thesis) ,but our interpretation differs in some respects. 

As the description of main unit B in Martinez' thesis is a very complete one 

and because of the fact that it has not been published we will give here a 

summary of Martinez' description,with some additional remarks based on our 
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own observations. 

The major part of main unit B,situated north of the boundary fault of the 

San Juan stratigraphic window,consists of the Cinqueta granodiorite cove

red by presumably Permo-Triassic sediments (Poma-Viciele Fm. with over

lying limestones,gypsiferous shales and gypsum). 

This area is split up by a fault ,striking approximately E-W,along which the 

Cinqueta granodiorite has been brought into contact with the Poma-Viciele Fm. 

The Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust cuts off this fault in the east.In the west 

it disappears below the Paleozoic of the Bargasera outlier. 

North of this fault,the granodiorite together with its sedimentary cover 

forms some large scale anticlinal and synclinal structures (Fig.44,section I), 

the axes of which plunge gently to the ENE.These structures die out eastward. 

Apart from these large scale structures the sedimentary cover of the grano

diorite below the Paleozoic of the Punta Suelza,on the ridge running from 

the latter to the pico de Verdemene and on the southern slope of this moun

tain show intense folding independently from the basement.The tight to 

isoclinal folds are accompanied by an axial plane cleavage,which pre~ents 

itself as a slaty cleavage in the shales and as a fracture cleavage in the 

more competent rocks.The size of the folds varies between several 10 m. and 

100 m.The strike of the cleavage is rather constant and varies between 90 

and J30
0 ,but the dips show great diversity:on the south facing limbs of the 

large scale structures affecting the granodiorite with its cover,the clea

vage dips gently to moderately to the north,whereas vertical attitudes occur 

in the core of the syncline which separates the anticlines culminating below 

the Punta Suelza and in the Pico de Verdemene. 

East of the rio Cinqueta,between Hospital de Gistain in the north and the 

fault which has been mentioned above,the sedimentary cover is only gently 

folded.The cleavage strikes about E-W and the dips vary between 800 Nand 

70
0 

S.lt was locally observed by Martinez to run from the sedimentary cover 

into the underlying granodiorite,but this is restricted to the upper few 

metres ,which consist of altered rock (see chapter II).Thin sections,taken 

from samples of unaltered granodiorite revealed the rock to be complete

ly unoriented. 

Several minor N dipping reverse faults affect the basement as well as the 

cover in the Punta Suelza-Pico de Verdemene area.The displacement along 

these faults does not exceed 100 m.The basal thrust zone of the Paleozoic 

outlier of the Punta Suelza truncates the cleavage folds of the cover as well 

as these reverse faults. 
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South of the fault running from the Bargasera to the Plans de Lavet,the 

autochtonous presents itself as a gently domed structure,dipping to the 

E,SE and S from its culmination below the Paleozoic thrust mass of the 

Bargasera.The dome descends to a lowest point in the south-east,where the 

Barranco de la Poma debouches into the rio Cinqueta.No folding of the co

ver was observed in this part of main unit B.However,a cleavage fre

quently is present.In the flatlying sandstones and shales of the Poma

Viciele Fm. east of the rio Cinqueta it shows a vertical attitude and 

a strike which is approximately E-W. 

Here also,the cleavage w~s found to persist across the unconformity plane 

into the upper altered zone of the granodiorite. 

The Poma fault,which is cut off by the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust in the 

east and dies out in the west,brings the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of 

the San Juan window into contact with the post-Hercynian sediments FO

vering the Cinqueta granodiorite. 

A minor complication occurs east of the rio Cinqueta directly north of 

this fault,where a small wedge of granodiorite,together with its cover, 

has been thrusted to the north over the main structure (Fig.45). 

Sofar a combined summary of Martinez' and our own observations. 

The Paleozoic of the San Juan stratigraphic window has been fully dis

cussed in the section on Hercynian tectonics.A cleavage,trending 300

340
0 

,which is probably of Alpine age occurs in the southern part, 

The window closes to the east and west ,where the Paleozoic is overlain 

unconformably by more or less flatlying post-Hercynian sediments. 

Monoclinally S dipping sandstones and shales of the Poma-Viciele Fm. , 

overlain by limestones,gypsiferous shales and gypsum delimit the San 

Jaan window in the south.They form part of the southern border zone, 

which stretches from the Collado de la Cruz de Guardia in the west 

(extending across this pass into the Cinca area)across the Collado de 

Sahun in the east into the Esera area.North of Plan a gently N dipping 

was observed in this zone.In the east,below the Collado de Sahun,intense 

cleavage folding occurs in the sandstones and shales of the Poma-Viciele 

Fm.The axial planes of the folds are represented by a gently to moderate

ly N dipping cleavage and the axial envelope dips approximately 500 

to the S,which is a position more or less parallel to the attitude of 

the southern border zone. The amplitude of these folds does not exceed 

100 m. 

As the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust is a structure of Alpine origin,we will 
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Fig.45(from Martinez,1968).Small wedge of granodiorite with 
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cover. 
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give a short description of it here:The thrust plane occurs as as zone 

of considerable thickness (up to 100 m. or more),which is generally but 

poorly exposed or not at all.East of the Cinqueta valley it has a flat 

lying attitude and its vicinity is marked by distorted slates of the 

Madera Fm.(Gotlandian) at the base of the Barbarisa-Sein overthrust mass. 

Near the Collado de Sahun the attitude changes to a moderately N dip

ping one. Here the thrust plane could be located rather accurately be

tween the limestones of the Ardana Fm.(Lower Devonian) and the sand

stone-shale alternation of the Poma-Viciele Fm. 

In the north,near Hospital de.Gistain,its flatlying attitude changes 

into a steeply N dipping position. The thrust zone is marked here by a 

mixture of slabs of granitic material,Devonian (Puyaresto Fm.)lime

stone and crushed carbonaceous slates (Gotlandian) (Martinez.1968). 

On the Punta Suelza.Paleozoic rocks belonging to the Puyaresto and 

Ardana Fms. are overlying thr Poma-Viciele Fm.The thrust plane dips 

gently to the NE here. 

Finally.below the Bargasera thrust mass it has a flatlying to gently 

S dipping attitude.Here the limestones belonging to the Puyaresto,Fm. 

were found overlying the sandstones and shales of the Poma-Viciele Fm. 

and, locally the limestones and gypsum on top of the latter. 

To the east the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust continues into the Esera area 

(Eriste-Sahun thrust of Wennekers.1968).Its western prolongation is 

badly exposed and very hard to locate(see section on the Barbarisa

Sein unit in Hercynian tectonics). 

The Solana fault (see structural sketch map).a reverse fault which pro

bably links up with the Erices thrust in the Esera area.may also have an 

Alpine age (Wennekers,1968) ,but in the Cinqueta area this could not be 
proved. 

Post-Hercynian deformation started with block-faulting along E-W tren

ding vertical planes.dissecting the Cinqueta granodiorite with its Permo

Triassic cover. The last movements along these planes postdate the depo

sition of the sedimentary Cover which has been displaced by them. but pre

date Alpine thrusting,as the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust cuts off the faults. 

It is very probable however. that at least some of the faults were already 

active before deposition of the cover.This is demonstrated by the fault 
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running along the Barranco de la Poma,where the juxtaposition of the 

Cinqueta granodiorite with its Permo-Triassic cover and the Paleozoic 

sedimentary rocks of the San Juan stratigraphic window with their un

conformable cover of sandstones and shales can only be explained by 

repeated movement along the fault.During a first stage,prior to the 

deposition of the Permo-Triassic the northern block must have moved up

ward to bring the Cinqueta intrusive body into contact with the Paleo

zoic sediments of the southern block.Movement in opposite sense took 

place after sedimentation ,which is displayed by the Permo-Triassic 

in the northern block thrown downward with respect to the to the Per

mo-Triassic covering the Paleozoic of the San Juan window. 

As no sediments younger than Upper Triassic gypsum and gypsiferous 

shales are present,it will be clear that the fault movements cannot be 

dated more exactly.We can only state with certainty,that movement star

ted,before deposition of the Permo-Triassic and ceased before Alpine 

thrusting. 

Compression in a N-E to NW-SE direction took 9iace probably during the 

Pyrenean phase of Alpine deformation.Locally the post-Hercynian cover 

was affected by intense folding accompanied by an axial plane.cleavage(Sa), 

whereas in other areas it was but gently folded with or without a clea

vage being developed.A beautiful example o~folds in the sedimentary cover 

is given in Fig.46. 

In the flatlying or very gently folded parts of the cover the cleavage, 

when present,has a vertical or steeply dipping attitude. 

The distribution of normals to Sa in the northern part of main unit B, 

west of Hospital de Gistain,is presented in Fig.47.The diagram shows a 

cleft girdle distribution as aresult of later warping and to a lesser de

gree of the movement along the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust.The original position 

of the cleavage and consequently of the axial plane of the folds probably 

was vertical or steeply dipping.This is demonstrated by the vertical atti 

tude of the cleavage in areas which were not affected by later warping 

movements ,e.g. along the east bank of the rio Cinqueta and in the core of 

the large scale syncline between the Pico de Verdemene and the Bargasera. 

Beautiful examples of tectonic features related to (concentric) folding, 

such as tension gashes,striae and joint systems may be observed in the 

sandstones of the Poma-Viciele Fm.However,as these phenomena have been 

elaborately described' and discussed by Seguret,Martinez and Choukroune 
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Fig.46.Tight fold~in the Permo-Triassic on the south-west 
ridge of the Punta Suelza (seen from the south-east).Note 
the vertical attitude of the axial plane in the central and 
left hand part of the photo,which near the Sahun-Tres Bo
gas thrust (situated just above the cloud base)shows a mode
rate N dip(right hand part of the photo). 
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Fig.47(from Martinez,1968).Distribution of normals to Sa 
in the north-western part of main unit B. 
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(1968) ,we did not study them in detail. 

Apart from the presence of Sa in the upper,altered zone of the granodio

rite no traces of shear and/or flattening (apart from some broken bio

tite crystals and occasionally undulous exstinction of quartz}were ob

served in the unaltered rock neither in thin sections nor on a macrosco

pical scale.The situation in the sedimentary Paleozoic of the San Juan 

stratigraphic window is different.Here frequently a cleavage,which post

dates the late Hercynian fourth phase and is interpreted as an Alpine 

feature,is found as well in the upper part directly below the unconfor

mity plane as in the lower part.The attitude of this cleavage more or 

less parallels the Sa in the Permo-Triassic cover. 

A fracture cleavage,which was frequently observed in the south-eastern 

part of the Barbarisa-Sein unitin in the frontal part of the overthrust 

mass,was interpreted by Martinez -as an Alpine cleavage.However,we could 

not find any arguments to support this interpretation.Especially no~ 

because the strike of this cleavage (appr. 330
0
)differs markedly from the 

strike of the Sa in the Permo-Triassic below the thrustplane,(appr.270). 

The absence of an Alpine cleavage in the cristalline basement does not 

pose so much of a problem in those areas where the sedimentary cover is 

not or only gently folded,and shortening consequently was not very impor

tant.The same holds for the sedimentary cover of the San Juan window, 

which is also overlain by flatlying post-Hercynian sediments,so that 

except for the cleavage mentioned above no other deforma~ional pheno

mena like folding are to be expected. 

However,one can hardly imagine an intensely folded and consequently 

shortened,coherent cover,like in the Punta Suelza-Pico de Verdemene area, 

without more or less equal shortening of the basement,and a decollement of 

the cover from this rigid basement. 

In our opinion the granodiorite reacted to compression by thrusting along 

the small scale reverse faults mentioned in the regional description,while 

the cover gave way to compression by folding and detatching itself from 

the basement along the upper zone af altered granodioritic material.This 

assumption is supported by the absence of such reverse faults in areas 

where the cover was not or but slightly folded. 

Martinez,though,postdates these faults with respect to the folding,as they 

frequently cut across the folds,and relates them to a subsequent stage of 

thrusting,during which also the Sahun-Tras Bogas thrust originated.Still,we 
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think it very well possible that the faults already existed in an ear

lier stage,at the time of the folding,and were merely reactivated as a conse

quence of the large scale thrusting. 

We agree with Martinez' idea that movement along the Sahun-Tres Bogas 

thrust started after the folding and the formation of the cleavage in the 

sedimentary cover.Locally these structures can be seen rotated from their 

originally vertical position into a position at small angles with the 

thrust plane,due to shear exerted by the overriding P~leozoic mass.This may 

be observed in the Permo-Triassic cover below the Paleozoic of the Punta 

Suelza (Fig.48). 

Seguret,on the other hand,is of a different opinion,regarding these flat

lying structures below the Punta Suelza.He states that "La schistosite 

du Permo-trias autochtone ne traverse pas le contact de base de la nappe 

mais a tendence a se coucher sous le contact,ce qui demontre la contem

poraneite de la mise en place de la nappe et La developpement de la schisto

site".As he also connects the cleavage with the folding,in his opinion 

the generation of both the folds and the cleavage is due to the movement 

along the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust.This interpretation,however,does not seem 

very acceptable,since it does not take into account the fact that clea

vage folds with a rather flatlying attitude are restricted to the Punta 

Suelza-Pico de Verdemene area.Assuming that these folds are related to 

the movement of an overthrusting mass,though,one would expect such folds 

below the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust to occur not only on the Punta Suelza, 

but also in the Barbarisa-Sein and the Bargasera areas.In these areas,how

ever,the Permo-Triassic below the thrust plane is flatlying or but gently 

folded.Moreover the cleavage,when present here,has always a steep atti

tude,so that it can hardly be produced by shear along a horizontal thrust 

plane. 

Three important questions arise cbncerning the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust: 

J.lts possible relation to another,very famous,Alpine thrust;the Gavarnie 

thrust. 

2.The continuation of the thrust plane to the west. 

3.The steeply dipping attitude of the thrust plane west of Hospital de 

Gistain. 

In discussing the structural position of the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust with 

respect to the Gavarnie the following remarks have to be made:Firstly,we 

will only consider the basal Gavarnie thrust plane,below the Gavarnie-Paleo
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Fig.48.Fold with gently N dipping axial plane,just below 
the Paleozoic thrust mass of the Punta Suelza,seen from the 
south-east. 
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ozoic overthrust mass,and not its possible continuation inside the Meso

zoic cover south of the southern border zone.Secondly,although we have 

attributed the Paleozoic outliers of the Punta Suelza and the Bargasera 

to the Barbarisa-Sein unit of main unit A,and consequently attached the 

thrustplane below them to the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust,other interpreta

tions are given by Seguret,Choukroune and Martinez (1972,1967 and 1968). 

We will come to this later and first consider the position of the Paleo

zoic overthrust mass of main unit A (the Cinqueta de 1a Pez unit,the 

Posets-Pena Blanca unit and the Barbarisa-Sein unit) with respect to the 

Gavarnie overthrust mass. 

The eastern continuation of the Gavarnie thrust plane is present directly 

north of the Fredan~on-Aygues Tortes anticline (see Hercynian tectonics, 

Cinqueta de la Pez unit)where,near the pic de Sarrouyes,Gotlandian black 

slates are overlying Cretaceous rocks which unconformably cover rocks of 

Cambro-ordovician age (Seguret,1972).As the Fredan~on-Aygues Tortes anti 

cline constitutes the northern continuation of main unit A,the Sahun

Tres Bogas thrust must be situated below the Gavarnie thrust. 

According to Cboukroune(1967) and Seguret (1972) the Paleozoic of the Pun

ta Suelza and the Bargasera represent remnants of the Gavarnie overthrust 

mass,whereas Martinez correlates the Punta Suelza outlier with the Gavarnie 

overthrust mass and the Bargasera to the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust mass of 

main unit A (Chevauchement du haute Cinqueta of Martinez). 

However,this would mean that the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust mass,which has 

in the Barbarisa-Sein area in the east a thickness of at least 1000 m., 

would have totally disappeared below the Paleozoic of the Punta Suelza 

and the Bargasera or of the Bargasera only.Considering the horizontal 

distance between the outliers and and the Barbarisa-Sein area,which does 

not exceed 5 kID. ,we think this to be very improbable,and therefore corre

late both the Punta Suelza and the Bargasera outlier'with the overthrust 

mass of main unit A. 

To the west,across the Spanish-French border,the Sahun-Tres bogas thrust 

becomes very hard to trace, except north of Bielsa,where according to Seguret 

it is represented by an abnormal contact between rocks of Paleozoic and 

Cretaceous age (see map,Seguret,1972).North-west of Bielsa the Paleozoic of 

the Gavarnie thrust mass directly overlies the autochtonous Bielsa granite, 

which represents the western continuation of the Cinqueta granodiorite. The 

absence of the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust mass here may well indicate that 

this thrust plane dies out to the west. 
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The steeply N dipping attitude of the thrust plane west of Hospital de 

Gistain is explained by Martinez on the assumption that it originated du

ring pre-Permian times as a steeply dipping normal fault,and became reac

tivated during Alpine compression as a reverse fault,representing the"root" 

of the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust. 

This interpretation,though,is very unattractive,since it does not account 

for the large horizontal displacement of the overthrust mass. 

In our opinion,the steep attitude of the thrust plane is the effect of later 

differential movements,in a vertical sense,of the Cinqueta granodiorite\that 

have also resulted in the large ENE-WSW trending anticlinal structures of the 

Punta Suelza,the Pica de Verdemene and the dome structure of ~he Bargasera. 

Such warping movements would moreover give an explanation for the differen

ces in altitude at which the thrust plane occurs:2850 m. dipping eastward 

to 2500 m. on the Punta Suelza,2300 m. on the Bargasera and 1600-1900 m. in 

the ~arbarisa-Sein area. 

Also the differences in attitude of the cleavage (Sa) would be explained; 

vertical in the core of the synclinal structures between the Punta Suelza 

and the Pico de Verdemene and between the latter and the Bargasera,and dip

ping N on the limb of the Pico de Verdemene anticline. (The gentle dips 

to the N on the south limb of the Punta Suelza anticline are less represen

tative,as these attitudes have also been influenced by the movement along 

the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust.) 

An originally vertical to steeply dipping cleavage would rotate into a N 

dipping position on the south limb of a later fold,whereas in the core of 

such a fold nochange of the original position is to be expected. 

The S dipping monocline of Permo-Triassic rocks,constituting the southern 

border zone postdates the Alpine cleavage (Sa).This is shown by the gently 

N dipping attitude of Sa in the 500 S dipping Permo-Triassic north of Plan, 

and also by the behaveour of the presumed equivalent of Sa in the Hercy

nian basement of the San Juan stratigraphic window,which directly north of 

the S dipping sandstones and shales of the southern border zone shows a chan

ge from steep to moderate and gentle NE dips going southward.Moreover it is 

demonstrated by the gently N dipping attitude of Sa and the axial planes of 

mesoscopic folds west of the Collado de Sahun (Fig.49).The prolongation of 

the Sahun-Tres Bogas thrust south of the Collado de Sahun has a dip to the 

S.The same goes for the dips of the presumed prolongation of the thrust insi

de the Mesozoic cover south of the mapped area (Martinez,1968). 

This suggests that the tilting movements which produced the southern border 
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zone also postdates the stage of thrusting.So it is likely that the verti 


cal movements mentioned above are more or less contemporaneous with the ge


neration of the southern border zone.

Probably as a consequence of these movements the Mesozoic cover above the
 

gypsiferous shales and gypsum of the Upper Triassic moved southward by gra~'
 

vitation.
 

N 
,::::- Sahun - Tres Sogas 

-tht,ust 

" 

A 

1:.. ·:1 [ill GypsumSahun Formation 

t2I5j Ardona Formation o Poma-Viciele Fm. 

Rt: \I Puyaresto Form?tion 

Fig.49.Schematic section across the Collado de Sahun (not 
to scale). 

: : 
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SAMENVATTING 

In het gekarteerde gebied worden gesteenten aangetroffen met ouderdommen, 

die waarschijnlijk reiken van Cambro-Ordovicium tot en met Boven Trias. Met 

uitzondering van het noordelijk gedeelte van het gebied, waar epizonaal 

tot mesozonaal regionaal metamorfe gesteenten voorkomen, vertonen de Paleo

zoische gesteenten een zwakke dynamo-metamorfose met daarop gesuperponeerd 

een wisselende graad van contact-metamorfose. gelieerd aan de intrusie van 

granodioritische lichamen. De Hercynische orogenese veroorzaakte intensieve 

deformatie in de vorm van sterke ver~looiingen en druksplijtingen. De Her

cynische gesteenten worden discordant bedekt door veelal rood gekleurde 

zandige en kleiige sedimenten. kalken. dolomieten en gipsen, die algemeen 

tot de Permo-Trias gerekend worden. De post-Hercynische deformaties, waar

van de belangrijkste plaatsvonden tijdens de Pyreneese fase van de Alpine 

orogenese, veroorzaakten plaatselijk intensieve deformatie van de Permo

triadische gesteenten, gepaard gaande met een druksplijting. Eveneens vond 

beweging plaats langs belangrijke overschuivingen, die zowel het Hercynisch 

grondgebergte als ook de discordante bedekking doorsnijden. 

Vanwege het ontbreken van fossielen. de intensieve deformaties en de re

kristallisaties door. metamorfose bleek het onmogelijk de in het gebied 

voorkomende Paleozoische gesteenten op zichzelf te dateren. Lithologische 

correlatie van de door ons onderscheiden eenheden met gedateerde eenheden 

in aangrenzende gebieden maakten het niettemin mogelijk om te komen tot 

een waarschijnlijke datering. 

Van onder naar boven zijn de volgende eenheden onderscheiden 

1. Ret Cinaueta de la Pez complex:
 

Een afwisseling van zandige en kleiige sedimenten met inschakelingen van
 

onzuivere kalken, die door regionale metamorfose zijn omgezet in biotiet 


muscoviet-schisten al of niet met Dorfieroblasten van stauroliet andalu- , 
siet, cordieriet en biotiet. sericiet-schisten, phvllieten en meta-kalken. 

De dikte van deze gesteenten wordt in aangrenzende gebieden op minimaal 

600 m geschat. Algemeen wordt een Cambro-Ordovicische ouderdom aangenomen 

voor dit type regionaal metamorfe gesteenten, voorkomend in de axiale 

zone van de Pyreneeen. 

2. De Vilados Formatie
 

De gesteenten behorende tot deze eenheid vormen het niet regionaal meta


morfe, hoewel vaak sterk thermaal beinvloede, equivalent van de schisten
 

en phyllieten van het Cinqueta de la Pez complex. De formatie is gekarak


teriseerd door een afwisseling van blauwgrijze leien, verhoornrotste leien
 

en kwartsieten.
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3. De Madera Formatie :
 

Zwarte kolige schalies met aan de top inschakelingen van donkere kalken.
 

De dikte kan varieren van minder dan 100 m tot enkele honderden m. Deze
 

gesteenten reiken waarschijnlijk in ouderdom van Onder Llandoverien tot
 

in het Onder Gedinnien.
 

4. De Puyaresto Formatie
 

Deze eenheid bestaat uit een afwisseling van dunne kalken en zandige leien~
 

die zeer frequent zijn gerekristalliseerd tot hoornrotsachtige gesteenten.
 

De dikte varieert van ca. 100 tot 250 a 300 m. De formatie kan gecorreleerd
 

worden met gesteenten ten oosten van het gekarteerde gebied~ waarvoor een
 

gedinnien ouderdom wordt aangenomen.
 

5. De Ardana Formatie :
 

Deze is gekarakteriseerd door massieve tot dikgebankte kalken met zeer
 

dunne tussenlaagjes van gerekristalliseerd kleiig materiaal. De dikte
 

kan wisselen van 100 tot 250 m. Aan massieve kalken, voorkomend ten oosten
 

van het Cinqueta gebied, waarmee dezeeenheid gecorreleerd kan worden,
 

wordt een ouderdom van Boven Gedinnien tot boven Onder Emsien-onder Boven
 

Emsien toegekend.
 

6. De Sein Formatie
 

Donkere leien en zandige leien met enkele dunne kwartsieten en in het
 

bovenste gedeelte enkele onzuivere kalken. De dikte bedraagt minstens 100
 

m, maar is zeer variabel. De ouderdom beslaat het Boven Emsien.
 

7. De Barbarisa Formatie
 

Deze eenheid bestaat uit een afwisseling van gerekristalliseerde kalken
 

met dunne tussenlaagjes van pelitisch materiaal en kalk-schisten. De
 

dikte varieert van ca. 70 m tot 200 a 300 m. Het onderste gedeelte van de
 

formatie heeft waarschijnlijk een Eifelien ouderdom.
 

8. De Sahun Formatie :
 

Donkere fijn splijtende leien met detritische glimmers. De ouderdom van
 

deze gesteenten is onbekend (Carboon 1).
 

Discordant op de Hercynische gesteenten liggen 

9. De Poma-Viciele Formatie : 

Veelal rode zandstenen, conglomeraten, kleistenen en schalies ter dikte 

van 150 tot 200 m. Deze gesteenten worden algemeen een ouderdom van Perm 

tot en met Onder Trias (Bontzandsteen) toegekend. 

10. Op de Poma-Viciele liggen geel tot violette platige kalken, cellige 

dolomieten, gipshoudende schalies en gipsen met een gezamenlijke dikte 

van 50 tot 100 ? m. Algemeen worden de kalken tot de Midden Trias (Schelp

kalk) en de gipshoudende schalies en gipsen tot de Boven Trias (Keuper) 

gerekend. 
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Structureel is het Cinqueta gebied op te splitsen in verschillende eenheden 

De meest noordelijke, hoofdeenheid A, bestaat van noord naar zuid uit : 

de Cinqueta de la Pez eenheid (eenheid I), de Posets-Pena Blanca eenheid 

(eenheid II), en de Barbarisa-Sein eenheid (eenheid III). Hoofdeenheid B is 

van de vorige gescheiden door de Sahun-Tres Bogas overschuiving, waarlangs 

hoofdeenheid A op hoofdeenheid B geschoven is. 

Gedurende de Hercynische orogenese, die in de Pyreneeen waarschijnlijk zijn 

maximum intensiteit bereikte tijdens het Midden Carboon, volgden verscheidene 

deformatie perioden op elkaar. De volgende fasen konder onderscheiden worden: 

Fase J. Tijdens deze fase, die voorafgaat aan de hoofdfase van de Hercynische 

orogenese vormden zich in de niet regionaal metamorfe gesteenten van de 

Posets-Pena Blanca eenheid plaatselijk NE-SW strekkende plooien, zonder dat 

het kwam tot de ontwikkeling van een druksplijting of cleavage. In het 

Barbarisa Sein gebied is deze plooiing niet direct waarneembaar, maar de 

stand van de hoofdfase plooiassen suggereert wei eeri zeer flauwe plooiing 

voorafgaand aan de -hoofdfase. 

In de regionaal metamorfe gesteenten van de Cinqueta de la Pez eenheid komt 

een foliatie voor, die ouder is dan de hoofdfase foliatie. Een directe 

correlatie van deze oudere foliatie met de NE-SW gerichte plooien in de 

niet regionaal metamorfe gesteenten is echter niet mogelijk. 

Fase 2. Tijdens deze fase, d~ belangrijkste plooiingsfase van de Hercynische 

orogenese, ontstonden grootschalige nauwe tot isoclinale plooien met een 

goed ontwikkelde assenvlaks-cleavage in het grootste gedeelte van hoofd

eenheid A. Deze cleavage heeft doorgaans een zeer constante WNW-ESE gerich

te strekking. De helling daarentegen vertoont een waaiering op zeer grote 

schaal, blijkens de steil S hellende tot verticale standen in het noordelijke 

en centrale Posets-Pena Blanca gebied, die naar het zuiden overgaan in 

vlakke N hellingen, zoals die voorkomen in het Barbarisa-Sein gebied. 

De structuren, die gedurende de hoofdfase werden gevormd in de regionaal 

metamorfe gesteenten van de Cinqueta de la Pez eenheid verschillen enigszins 

van.de bovengenoemde; hier ontstonden asyrnmetrische tot isoclinale plooien 

van mesoscopische afmetingen met een foliatie parallel aan het assenvlak. 

Aangezien de vonning van deze foliatie het gevolg is van micro-plooiing van 

de pre-hoofdfase foliatie, treedt zij te voorschijn als een crenulatie 

foliatie. Micro-tectonische relaties tussen deze foliatie en porfiero

blasten wijzen op een gedeeltelijk gelijktijdig optreden van de metamorfose 

en de hoofdfase deformatie. 

Fase 3. Deze fase blijkt alleen uit een rotatie van genoemde porfieroblasten 
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om N-S gerichte, in de hoofdfase foliatie gelegen assen als gevolg van 

schuifbewegingen evenwijdig aan de foliatie. 

Fase 4. Gedurende deze laatste Hercynische fase werd de hoofdfase cleavage 

locaal verplooid om E-W gerichte assen. Tevens kwam het opnieuw tot de 

vorming van een secondaire (fracture of crenulatie) cleavage. Deze structu

ren zijn slechts redelijk ontwikkeld in het Posets-Pena Blanca gebied. 

De intrusie van de Rechanzadas-Descubridores en Cinqueta granodiorieten 

met de erbij behorende contact metamorfose en het indringen van zure en 

basische gangen evenwijdig aan de hoofdfase cleavage vond plaats direct 

voor het begin van de laat-Hercynische vierde fase. 

De zuidwaartse kanteling van de Paleozoische gesteenten in het zuidelijk 

gedeelte van hoofdeenheid B (stratigrafisch venster van San Juan de Plan) 

vond plaats na de hoofdfase en voer de vierde fase, maar kon niet nader 

gedateerd worden. 

Post-Hercynische deformaties. 

Afgezien van bewegingen langs verticale breuken, die dateren van voor het 

Perm tot in elk geval na de Trias, vonden de belangrijkste vervormingen 

plaats gedurende de Alpine orogenese. Na een stadium, waarin plaatselijk 

intensieve verplooiing plaatsvond van de post-Hercynische bedekking, ge

paard met de ontwikkeliug van een cle.;.vage die locaal ook het Hercynicum 

aantast, trad beweging op langs grote vlakliggende opschuivingen (Sahun

Tres Bogas thrust). Latere differentiele opheffing veroorzaakte enkele 

grote synclinale en anticlinale structuren in het noordwestelijk gedeelte 

van hoofdeenheid B en was waarschijnlijk verantwoordelijk voor het zuid

waarts afglijden van de Mesozoische bedekking boven de Trias gipsen. 
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RESUMEN 

En la area mapeada se encuentra una sucesion incompleta de rocas con edades
 

probables que remontan del Cambro-Ordovicico al Triasico superior.Los sedi


menstos pre-hercinicos generalmente exhiben un dinamo-metamorfismo de bajo
 

.2rado alaue se. superpuso un. metamorfismo term{co caus·;:ido par la in

trusion de las granodioritas tarde-hercinicas.Hay rocas que muestran un me

tamorfismo regional en la parte septentrional del terreno. 

Se distinguen varias unidades lito-estratigraficas: 

El complejo de Cinqueta de la Pez,compuesto por micacitas,filitas y cuarcitas; 

La Formaciou de Vilados,compuesta por pizarras y cuarcitas,representando el 

equivalente poco metam6rfico de las rocas que consuyen el complejo de Cin

queta de la Pez;La Formacion de Madera,compuesta por pizarras carbonosas 

atribuidas al Gotlandense;Encima de la formacion precedente,hay una alter

nacion de calizas y pizarras en la cual se reconocen cuatro formaciones,que 

han sido atribuidas al Devonico inferior:La Formacion de Puyaresto (calizas 

margosas y pizarras en alternacion rapida);La Formacion de Ardana (calizas 

macizas);La Formacion de Sein (pizarras con algunas calizas margosas,frecuen

temente transformadas en filitas calcicas,en la parte superior;La Formacion 

de Barbarisa (calizas margosas,calci-filitas que alternan rapidamente con pi

zarras debiles. 

La sucesion pre-hercinica termina en pizarras micaceas de la Formacion de Sahun
 

(posiblemente de edad carbonifero.
 

El paleozoico cristalino esta representado por las granodioritas de Rechanzadas


Descubridores y de Cinqueta.
 

El paleozoico pre-hercinico esta cubierto por la Formacion de Poma-Viciele (are


niscas,conglomerados y lutitas rojas) del Permico y del Triasico inferior,que
 

esta cubierta por calizas,carneolas,lutitas con yeso y yeso pure del Triasico
 

medio y superior.
 

Los movimientos hercinicos alcanzaron su intensidad mayor durante el Carbonifero
 

medio.Han sido reconocidas varias fases de deformacion:
 

La primera de ellas produjo pliegues orientados aproximadamente NE-SW,sin desar


rollo de crucero,en las rocas de bajo grado de metamorfismo.En los terrenos,que
 

muestran metamorfismo regional hay una escistosidad paralela a la estratificacion
 

anterior a la fase principal.
 

La segunda fase,la principal,produjo pliegues estrechos 0 isoclinales acompanados
 

de un crucero de plano axial orientado WNW-ESE.La inclinacion del mencionado cru


cero abanica de posicion vertical en el no~te a una;posicion 300 N en el sur.
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En los terrenos metamorficos se desarrollaron pliegues isoclinales acompanados
 

por una escistosidad de plano axial superpuesta a la escistosidad de la primera
 

fase.
 

La tercrea fase de deformacion efectuo una rotacion interna,causada por desliza


miento a 10 largo de la escistosidad de la fase principal,en las rocas metamor


ficas.Los ejes de rotacion estan orientados N-S.
 

La cuarta fase produjo un nuevo plegamiento con des~rro~lo ~e un crucero de cre


nulacion de plano axial,orientado E-W.
 

Las granodioritas de Rechanzadas-Descubridores y de Cinqueta y sus diques acompa


nantes intruyeron directamente antes de la cuarta fase.
 

El vuelco de las estructuras de la fase principal de la ventana de San Juan en la
 

parte meridional del terreno se efectuo despues de la fase principal,pero antes
 

de 1a cuarta fase.
 

Las deformaciones post-hercinicas empezaron por movimientos por fallas verticales,
 

que se remontan desde el pre-Permiano hasta,por 10 menos,ei Triasico superior.
 

Sin embargo,deformaciones mas importantes se produjeron durante la orogenia Alpina.
 

Hay un plegamiento local,muy intensivo y acompanado por un crucero de plano axial
 

en ·los sedimentos post-hercinicos cubriendo dicordantemente los terrenos hercinicos
 

en la parte sudoeste de la area mapeada.
 

Seguio movimiento por un corrimiento aproximadamente horizontal,el Sahun-Tres Bogas
 

"thrust".
 

La ultima fase Alpina produjo movimientos verticales que resultaron en culminacio


nes en el terreno hercinico autoctono causando al mismo tiempo un deslizamiento
 

gravitacional de cobert era mesozoica
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Panoramic view of the Cinqueta area, 
seen from La Codera. 
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Errata
 

To our regret the geological map and sections still show some
 

imperfections.
 

Map:SE of La Estiveta (4004 1 20" 42034'50") allhorse ll of D1 limestones
 

has been designated by D3 colours.
 

N of the Collado de Sahun (4005' 42035')slates of the Sahun Fro.(Ca) have
 

been designated by the colours of the Madera Fm.(S).
 

N of la Forqueta (4006'30" 42038'25") a small wedge of D1 limestones has
 

been designated by D3 colours.
 

Sections:the Sahun Tres Bogas thrust below the Punta Suelza and the Barga


sera (section I and II) have not been designated as such •
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